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Dipl.-Ing. J.v.Parpart

Carrier Suppression in the Ring Mixer

Electronic news technology can not be
imagincd without the mixing or modula
tion process. The so-called ring mixer
was already in use in the 'thirties in the
telephone technology sector. And even
tod ay, the ring mixer is still an up
to-date component, distinguished by
high modulability and good reproduc
ibility of technical data.

Depending on the application, it can
cause interfer ence if th e oscillat or signal
cr oss-t alk s at the mixer output {inad
equa te ca rr ier suppression}. This prob
lem is compre hensively discussed bclow
and a solution is put forward,

l.
RING MIXER THEORY

A ring mixer has three gates. At one gate,
an oscillator feeds in the frequency: fo. At
another gate, an input signal with the
frequency fe is provided for the mi xer. The
mixer continuously switches the polarity
of the input signal, using the polarity
switching frequency, fo, and a keying ratio
of 1:1. The polarity-switched signal ap
pears as an output signal at the thi rd gate of
the mixer. It can be calculated what
spectrum fractions are involved (Fig.I) .

The OdBline is 3.9dB below the level of the input signal

The Spectrum is unlimited at high frequencies

o dB 0 dB

r
- 1 4 dB1 l 'j" 1" " ->O(

-----------~~----------- -- -- -- -- --- -------~------~~- --------------

fo - f e f 0 ... f e 3 [ 0 -£. 3 [o~ fe ' [ o - f . etc .

Fig.I : Spectrum fraction of a Mixer signal
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DC is half as big as amplitude of AC fraction

T rip 1 e ,
o dB

T rip 1 e ,
- 1 4 d B

T rip l e .
-9.5 dP,

1 1 1 11---------------------------------------------------------------1 1
f 0 3 f 0 S f 0

Fig.2: DC as Modulation signal

Among other effects, the ring mixer
changes the frequency of the input signal.
Fe becomes fo + fe or fo - fe. The
conversion loss amounts to 3.9dB (that's
physics, it can never get any better).

Two of the three gates of the mixer are
coupled to a transformer. DC fractions can
thus not be transmitted. One of the gates
occupies a special position. Its transmis
sion range begins at 0 Hz (DC).

Let us assume that the input signal is fed in
at the DC-coupled gate. The spectrum at
the mixer output changes if the input signal
has a DC fraction. Carrier oscillation
comes into play (frequency: fo), together
with its odd multiples. If the DC fraction of
the input signal is half as big as the
amplitude of the AC fraction, then the
carrier oscillation and the side bands are
the same size (Fig.2).

The case outlined corresponds to a degree
of modulation of 200%. Doubling the DC
raises the carrier by 6dB. Halving it lowers
the carrier by 6dB.

The carrier oscillation and the oscillator
signal are in phase or in counter-phase to
one another, depending on the DC polarity.

2.
CARRIER SUPPRESSION IN
PRACTICE

If, for example, we develop an SSB
transceiver, then the low-frequency signal
will be mixed with a 9 MHz oscillator
signal. The carrier is unwanted. So we take
a ring mixer and keep it DC-free.

Lower
Sideband
-12 dB.

Upper
Sideband

- 1 2 dB •

......... ·A························

Carrier
-43 dB.

Carrier Suppression
31 dB

Harmonic
-72 dBm

Harmonic
-72 dB.

1

Fig.3: Damping value in Ring Mixer
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What is to be done to make the unw anted
carrier disappear from the spectrum? One
suggestion is to add a signal of the same
size but in phase opposition. The sum then
immediately becomes zero . The goa l is
achieved.

According to tbe laws of vector calcula
tion, the carrier oscillation can be broken
down into two components. One com po
nent is aligned in the same direction as the
oscillator signal (0° or 180°). The other
component is orthogonal to the oscill ator
signal (900 or -90°). Both components
must disappear for perfect carrier suppres
sion.

We know nothing about the couplings and
asymmetry effects which (in contrast to
pure theory) have caused the carrier to
emerge. We can only start from the
assumpti on that the phase length and the
amplitude of the carrier are hapha zard but
stable.

3.
PERFECT CARRIER
SUPPRESSION

(if,---:---::------------===============~
Theoret ically, there are no limits on the
degree of carrier suppression, but how do
things look in practice?

A standard ring mixer, for example,
requires an oscillator level of 7dBm. The
mixer manufacturer specifies, for example"
that the oscillator signal has to be sup
pressed at 50dB, i.e. there are thus 
43dBm at the mixer output.

The wan ted signal - i.e. the converted
low-fr equency signal - at the mixer output
is not particularly large. Otherwise non
linear distortions arise: And why should
we make problems for ourselves as early
as the mixing stage? So we select the
wanted signal to be about - l 2dBm. The
harmonic distortion attenu ation (k3) is
then about 60dB (Fig.3). Narrow limits are
set to any increase in the wanted signal, for
it is known that the harm onic distortion
attenuation (k3) is impaired by 2dB if the
level is raised by IdB.

Wh at degree of carrier suppression takes
place? Well, only 31dB are left over. That
is tile difference between the level of the
wanted signal and the carrier.

)P~N ]5 ) J < ~z CENTEr. 9 osooc ~H I S P~N 3S JJ ~ Hl

~,T 10 d8 -

I I i n~.,

8 9 990 MHzl
-B 82 dB~·

,
i
i !

I

, ! I
!

!
1 --

-t--, ,
,

II

Q9~

38a ~z

VBY!
10 HI

S'iP

30 5

REF - 10 ~ dBc,
1008/

~~ ~c
1
11 \I----.-- - :;;/f-i- -=.r.h...-"+- .Jl<.,--I-----'--~I

, 91'
\D Hz

s~ p

3D s

Fig.4a: Modulated signal without
Carrier, fo

Fig.4b: Car r ier only becomes visible
without modulation
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Cl

lll..!.

p>J------iJ-------1

R2

,..------, ,--'---+--fo Ou t pu t
without carrier)

Fig.5:
Circuit diagram of a
Compensated Ring Mixer

4.
CIRCUIT FOR A 9 MHz
MIXING STAGE

The component which is in phase with or
in phase opposition to the oscillator signal
can simply be compensated for by means
of a DC voltage at the DC input of the
mixer. The polarity and level of the DC
must be adjustable.

The orthogonal component can be com
pensated for if a signal displaced 90° is
obtained from the oscillator signal and
added to the mixer output signal. The
phase length (90° or -90°) and the ampli
tude of the signal must be adjustable.

If the process is carried out skilfully, two
potentiometers are sufficient for tuning.

The proposed circuit is intended to mix a
low-frequency signal with a 9 MHz oscil
lator signal. The crucial element is a ring
mixer (HPF 505), which is linked into the
compensation circuit referred to above.
The level for full modulation has been
selected in such a way that a harmonic
distortion attenuation (k3) of 60dB is set.
The harmonic interval of the low-fre
quency generator must be extremely good
for this measurement. The UPA3 (R & S)
was used. The following test certificates
show that there is scarcely anything to be
seen of the carrier. It can not be discovered
until the low-frequency generator is
switched off (FigsAa, b).

And now for the circuit.
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Fig .6:
Layout

VHF COMMUN ICATIONS 3/93

4.2. Low-freq uency signa l path

The low- frequency signal should be at a
level of 6dBu (4.4 Vss). Deviations of +/
3dB are permissible. The potentiometer,
P3 (Fig.5), is set in such a way that there
are 8 Vss at pin-7 of the operational
amplifier (ICI ). The lower frequency limit
is determined through R7 and C2 and
comes to abou t 30 Hz.

The opera ting point of the operational
amplifie r ICI (l/2NE 5532) is mainly
determined through the voltage dividers,
R9 and R 12, and lies in the middle of the
useful range of modulation.

(:t'-----------------=...:.~=.=~:::....:..::...=
4.1. Power suppl y

The circu it requires 12 Volts, 20mA. A
standard fixed voltage controller is used.

1- 22

\10 uH. ..+-I 33 p .,

-il-
22

100

, 51 91

1
- 16 cB

m

Fig.7: Asse m bly plan for the Co mpensa ted Ring M ixer
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The 00 /1800 cross-talk is compensated for
using P2.

The 900
/ -900 cross-talk is compensated

for by PI.

4.5. Tuning

The low-frequency signal at pin 7 of ICI is
set to 8 Vss using P3. At the intermediate
frequency output, both side-bands are then
-16 dBm.

4.4. The path of the intermediate-
frequency signal

If the intermediate-frequency output is
terminated at 50Q (ZW), then the potenti
ometer, PI, is located in the zero branch of
a balanced bridge. R5 : ZW is as R4 to R3.
The consequence is that the signal at the
mixer output does not reach the potentiom
eter, but only the intermediate-frequency
output. Irrespective of the potentiometer
setting, the mixer output is always matched
and the signal at the intermediate-fre
quency output remains constant (both
side-bands: -I6dBm).

The bridge circuit damps the mixer output
signal by 3.8dB with the given dimensions.

VHF COMMUNICATIONS 3/93

The operating point of the operational
amplifier IC2 (I/2NE 5532) is set using the
potentiometer, P2. Should the loop of the
potentiometer be in the central position,
then the operational points are the same for
both operational amplifiers. With a right
hand or left-hand deflection, there are
differences amounting to 100 or -100mV.

The consequence is that between pin-7 of
ICI and the capacitor, C4, there is a signal
with an AC fraction and an adjustable DC
fraction. This signal is fed into the DC
input of the mixer through R13. The
resistance, R6, provides for a termination
of this input corresponding to the surge
impedance.

4.3. The path of the oscillator signal

The oscillator signal (9 MHz, 7dBm) is
connected to the mixer input. A small part
of the signal is decoupled through CI and
LI. The reactive impedances are equal and
amount to approximately 500Q. At RI and
R2 are voltages which are phase-displaced
by (almost) 900 or -900 in relation to the
oscillator signal.

If the loop of the potentiometer (P) is in the
central position, then (almost) no signal is
picked up. If the loop is rotated out of
centre, a signal can now be picked up 
always depending to which side we rotate 
which is phase-displaced by 900 or -900 to
the oscillator signal. The amplitude can be
as high as 2% of the oscillator signal
(right-hand orleft-hand deflection).

The compensation signal must now be
inter-connected with the signal at the mixer
output again. In order to obtain a high
degree of decoupling, a bridge circuit is
used. If the intermediate-frequency output
is terminated at 50Q (ZW), then the mixer

4.6. Parts list

ICI: NE5532
RI,R2: 22Q
R4,R6: 51Q
R7,R8: 4.7Q
P9: 1.3 kQ

Mixer: HPF 505
R3: 91.Q
R5: 270.
RIO, Rll: 5IQ
RI2: I.5kQ
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The so-ca lled inter-c arrie r pr ocess is
know n from television engineering. The
fact is made use of that 5.5 MH z or
5.74 MHz belo w the FM-modulated tone
carrier there is a crys tal-stabilised carrier 
nam ely the image carrier.

For the purposes of se lection (and Nyquist
filtration), the image and sound carrie rs in
home receivers are switched over
to the intermediate- frequency position
(38.9 MHz, 33.4 MH z/33.16 MHz). The
inter- carrier modul ator (depending on the
circuit design, it may be formally de
scribed as a " quasi -paralle l sound de-

A second effect now arises . The carrier is
phase-m odulated. Wh y this is so can eas ily
be explained by means of a vector dia
gram . The amplitude-modulated signal
(horizontal axis ) displays instantaneous
value s which vary in size. The phase
length of the res ulting vector is altered by
the 900 or -900 component of the cross
talk.

It is relatively simple to eliminate the err or
(Fig .9). It is nec essary to compensate for
the 90" J -90° component of the cross-talk.
To this end, as already indicated, part of
the oscillator signal is decoupled and
added to the mixer output signa l after a
phase displacement of 90° or -9 0°. For
tunin g, the AM signal (e.g. degree of
modulation 80%, low frequency 1 kH z) is
fed into a commercial FM or PM de
modulator and the percentage interferenc e
modulation is measured.

6.
THE INTER-CARRIER
PROCESS

C2: Ij.l.F (foil)
C4: 47j.l.F

R14: 620Q
P2: 100Q

An oscilloscope wo uld show wh at is
happening over t ime. It is not possible to
achie ve 100% modu lation . A residual
carrie r always remains (name ly, the 90° /
-90° componen t of the cross -talk). To put it
another way, with a high degree of
modu lation the envelope curve is de
formed. An envelope curve de-modulator
could not win the signal back free of
distort ion .

Let us assume that an amplitude modulator
is to be developed . It is proposed to
connec t a signal with a DC fraction to the
DC input of the mixer, as above .

With full modulation ( 100% AM), the
carrier is 6dB larger than the side bands.
The DC must thus be as large as the
amplitude of the AC frac tion.

One obv ious question is this. Why should
we be thinking about ca rrier suppression if
we still want a large and powerful carrier
to be present in the spec trum ? The fly in
the ointment is that the oscillator signal
cross - talks at the mixer output. The 0° or
180° component of the cross -talk does not
cause any other interference. It merely
changes the degree of modulation. It' s tbe
90° or -90° component which is danger
ous !

5.
GOOD AND BAD AMPLITUDE
MODULATION

(~I ....:...:....:.:.......::::..=.:..:.:.:..:.=.:..:.=.:..:....:..::::::..:.=c.==

R13: 620Q
P1: 10kD.

Ll : 10IlH
C1: 33pF
C3: 330nF
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Orthogonal
Cross-talk

Resulting
Signal

~"""""~'.

~~
0\ 1 00\

Amplitude modulated signal
large momentaneous value

Fig.8: Vector diagram of an AM signal

Fig.9: Amplitude Modulated signal
small momentaneous value

synthesiser (present designs use a refer
ence frequency of 781.25 Hz; this corre
sponds to a channel grid of 50 kHz with
fixed pre-division by 64). The percentage
interference modulation of such converters
is considerable. De-modulation after the
parallel sound process would lead to
insufficient external voltage and noise
voltage intervals. So the parallel sound
receiver has finally died. Liberal regula
tions permitting CATV converters are to
blame.

Back to the inter-carrier process. There are
two important requirements which the
image transmitter has to meet. The image
carrier must always be available at suffi
cient amplitude (in this country: 10%
residual carrier) and the image carrier may
not be frequency-modulated or phase
modulated.

The inter-carrier modulator can not distin
guish whether the phase/frequency of the
image carrier or the sound carrier alters.
Wherever the change comes from, it is
demodulated.

The main reason for unsatisfactory quality
in television sound is the so-called image
modulator. It is just the same as with a
"standard" amplitude modulator. The 90 0

or -900 component of the oscillator cross
talk brings about the phase modulation of
the image carrier.

100\0\

Resultant

~--~~~~~~-------

Orthogonal
Cross-talk

modulator' '), then forms the differential
frequency, 5.5 MHz or 5.74 MHz, by
mixing the sound carrier and the image
carrier (in the intermediate-frequency posi
tion). FM demodulation then follows.

Oscillators were previously used for con
version to the intermediate frequency
position. Today (cheaper) synthesisers are
used. Cheap oscillators are known not to
be stable over the short run, i.e. they have a
percentage interference modulation. The
image carrier and the sound carrier suffer
the same percentage interference modula
tion through conversion. But the differen
tial frequency (5.5 MHz or 5.74 MHz)
does not alter. The advantage of the
inter-carrier process lies in the fact that the
percentage interference modulation of the
converter oscillator has no disadvanta
geous effect on the quality of the sound
transmission.

It is a very similar story if the home
receiver is connected to the cable network.
In certain circumstances, the converter
also operates in the terminal with a poor
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7.
CONCLUSION

Really outstandingly good external and
noise vol tage values for te levision sound
can be obtained only if the image modula
tor is tuned at m inimum 900 or -900

oscillator cros s-talk. A simp le tes t is as
follo ws : modulate with black image, inter
medi ate-frequency output from image
modulator to commercial intermediate
frequency de-modulator, and measure per
centage interference modul ation.

For the rest - you still keep finding the false
opinion in the relevant literatu re that the
residual side-band fil ter of the transmitter
is respo nsib le for the phase modulation of
the image carrier. It is naturally indisput
able that every one-sided band transmis
sion involves a phas e modul ation. But the
residual side-band fil ter docs not cut in
until approximately 750 kHz with video
frequ encies, and this is outside the audible
range.

It is possible to perfect the carr ier suppres
sion in a simple manne r using ring mixers.
The process proposed is based on the fact
that both components of the cross-talk are
to be compensated for: the component
which is in phase with or in phase
opposit ion to the oscillator signal and the
component which is ortho gonal to the
oscillator signal. The results obtained were
discussed with reference to a 9 MH z mixer
step .

There are circuits which can be decisively
improve d if tile orthogonal components of
the cros s-talk are compensated for. TI1 CSC

include the amplitude modulator and the
image mod ulator used in television eng i
neering .

A patent was applied for the operating
principle of the compensation circui ts in
1987 by the then employers of the author
(P 37 32 171) . For commercia l usc , then, a
check should be made as to whe ther
corresponding patent rights exist.

Very low noise aerial amplifier for the
L-band as per the YT3MV article on pag
90 of VHF Communications 2/92 .
Kit complete with housing Art No. 6358
DM 69. Orders to KM Publications at the
address shown on the inside cover, or to
UKW-Berichte direct.
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Dr.lng. JochenJirmann, DB1NV

Theory and Practise of the Frequency
Synthesiser

Part-2

The basic procedures for frequency
synthesis were put forward in the first
part of this article. Now Part-2 deals
with the elements of a synthesiser,
namely the phase discriminator, the
variable-gain amplifier, the voltage-con
trolled oscillator and the reference fre
quency generation equipment; filters
and mixers should certainly need no
further explanation and are thus ex
cluded.

5.
PHASE AND FREQUENCY
DISCRIMINATION

The most important element of a phase
control loop is the phase discriminator; it
generates an output voltage which, in the
ideal case, is proportional to the two
signals fed in. A phase discriminator is
nothing other than a mixer, which mixes
down to an intermediate frequency of
"zero", and thus supplies an oscillating

DC voltage at its output depending on the
phase difference .

So any component with a non-linear
characteristic can be used as phase dis
criminator. In order to find a phase
discriminator which can be used in prac
tise, the unit must be optimised to specific
properties, which has resulted in the
following basic types:

5.1. The analogue multiplier

An analogue multiplier is nothing other
than a double balance mixer, and forms the
product from two applied signals. If two
sinusoidal input signals are present with
the frequencies f1 and f2, then the output
voltage, as the product of the input
voltages, can be expressed as follows:

UA =U 1 sin(211: f1t) . U2 sin(211: f2t) (3)

When the basic equations for multiplying
sin functions are used, we obtain:

UA = U1 . U2 · 1/2(cos(211: t(f 1 - f2»-
cos(211: t(f j + r2») (4)
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>- --<U.
Impedanceconverter

OB1N V
Pulseformer

IE0-- - +--/ ---+- ,--,

',,0---

Fig.l : Principle of Sampling Phase
Discriminator

This is the well-known "rnixcr equation"
for an ideal mixer; only the total frequency
and difference frequency of the input
signals are obtained. Now, if the two
signa ls have the same frequency and have
a phase displacement of the output voltage
of the mult iplier lias a DC fraction which
depends on the phase position, and a
fraction with a doubled frequency. A
succeeding low-pass filter suppresses the
fraction with the doubled frequency:

UA = U, ' U2 · \1(cos q> -cos(41If tt + '1')
(5)

As a phase comparator, the analogue
mult iplier has a number of advantages and
disadvanta ges which are briefly listed
here :

Since the multiplie r is a linear component,
it reacts insensitively to input signals
which still have frequency components
other than the wanted signals, unless the
result ing mixed product also contains a DC
fraction. It is thus possible to synchron ise a
PLL to a weak wanted signal in the
presence of strong unwanted signals. Th is
has the disadvantage that our output
voltage depends not only on the phase
diffe rence but also on the amplitude of the
input signals.
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The multiplication causes a strong un
wanted signal to arise at the double
frequency, which must befiltered out.

If the symmetry of the circuit is insuffi
cient. the input signa ls can also cross-ta lk
directly onto the output.

Passive phase discriminators in the form of
diode ring mixers can be created for
anything up to the highest frequencies,

The analogue multiplier operates satisfae-
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torily only with input signals with a
symmetrical pulse-width repetition rate.

5.2. The sampling phase discriminator

The sampling phase discriminator or scan
ning discriminator is a variant of the
analogue multiplier; in mathematical
terms, the input signal is multiplied by a
pulse sequence with an amplitude of 1 and
infinitely brief intervals (a so-called Dirac
sequence). Fig.l shows the layout in
practise. One input signal is applied at a
switch which is linked to a storage
capacitor from which the output voltage is
taken off at high resistance. The second
input signal is converted into a sequence of
pulses which controls the switch. The
momentary value of the input voltage is
scanned at each pulse (sampling) and
intermediately stored in the capacitor.
With input signals with the same frequen
cies, different DC values are obtained,
depending on the position of the scanning
point on the sine curve. If the frequencies
are different, the differential frequency is
obtained.

The characteristic properties of the scan
ning discriminator are:

At identical input frequencies, it supplies
an almost pure DC, which contains only

The input signal which is applied at the
switch must be sinusoid (sine or triangle),
so that a continuous relationship exists
between the phase displacement and the
output voltage.

With signals which are stable to some
degree, it is not necessary to scan every
signal period. A number of periods can be
omitted between scans. To this end, the
sampling discriminator combines a har
monic generator and a phase discriminator,
which is why it is often used with
frequency multiplication in PLL circuits.

At low frequencies, the switch of the
sampling mixer can make use of FET's,
while Schottky diode bridges are used at
high frequencies, up to the high gigaHertz
range. The controlling pulse generator can
beconstructed for relatively long pulses (>
5nsec.) with logic gates, with efficient
utilisation of the gate running time, while
the step-recovery diode is the appropriate
component for short pulses. The avalanche
transistors, which were frequently used at
one time, have now rather been forgotten.
Fig.2 shows a section from the wiring
diagram of the DB INV 007 spectrum
analyser, as an example of a sampling
discriminator with a field effect transistor

Fig.3:
liP and DIP signals
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switch andpulse generation using the gate
cycle time. The reference frequency is 15
kH z, with an input frequency of between 7
and 20 MH z.

If the input signals are already present as
square wave voltages, e.g. as output
signals from frequency dividers. then
digital phase discriminators are used,
which can be integra ted , together with the
frequency distributors, as "one-chip
PLL· s" .

5.3. Digital mixers as phase
discriminators

All types of gate can be used as digital
mixers. provided the input signals have a
pulse-w idth repe tition rate of 50%. De
pendin g on the phase position of the input
voltages, a square wave signal is obtained
at the output with a variable pulse-width
repetition rate: in other words. the average
DC voltage at the gate output is a measure
of the phase differe nce. Fig.3 (from ( I)

clarifies the relationships between the
three types of gate. AND, OR and EXOR
(" Exclusive or" ). In practise, the EXQR
gate is preferred, because it supplies an
output signal with double the frequency of
the input signals, This simplifies the
filtering of the output voltage. Moreover .
the EXOR gates have the steepest charac
teristic line. as shown by FigA (fro m ( I)) .

However simple the gate phase discrimina
tormay appear. it still has a few disadvan
tages, which mean it is intere sting only for
the applications listed be low:

- The input signals must have a
pulse-width repetiti on rate of 50%.
so that the discriminator operates
correctly

- The output signal is a steep-sided
rectangle, which means that the
DC fraction can be separated out
only by spending a lot of money
on filters.

This discriminator is therefore predomi
nantly used in low-frequency PLL's such

r Fig.S:
Basic Ci rc u it of a Phase
Frequency Discriminator
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as modem circuits and the like.

All the phase discriminators listed so far
have the following advantages and disad
vantages:

-+ Since the phase discriminator char
acteristics are symmetrical (FigA),
it is not essential to ensure that the
control potential has the correct
polarity. Phase reversal in the vari
able-gain amplifier is of no signifi
cance.

-+ At least one input signal must be
(almost) symmetrical. Short pulses
can not be processed.

-+ If the frequencies are unequal, the
differential frequency of the input
signals appears at the output. If it
is in the band-pass width of the
loop filter, then the VCO is "war
bled through" from this frequency
until the PLL has synchronised.
Under certain circumstances an
"interceptor oscillator" has to sup
port this process.

-+ A remedy can be provided by a
type of phase discriminator which
reacts to only one flank of the
signals and which also acts as a
frequency discriminator in the un
synchronised condition, i.e. it leads
the VCO to the scanning point
without detours.

5.4. The phase frequency comparator

In its simplest form, the phase frequency
comparator consists of two D flip-flops, a
reset gate and two keyed power sources, as
per Fig.S; If both flip-flops react to the
rising flank, the mode of operation is as
follows:

If the positive flank of input I sets the
associated flip-flop, the power source is

activated, which pulls the output in a
positive direction. If the positive flank of
input 2 reaches the associated flip-flop,
then it is likewise set and the power source
is activated, which pulls in a negative
direction. This condition lasts only a short
time, as the reset gate recognises both set
flip-flops and resets them both simultane
ously. The output current of the circuit is
thus a positive pulse, the width of which
corresponds to the temporal interval be
tween the input signal flanks. As you will
easily see, when the phase displacement at
the output is reversed, a negative current
pulse arises.

The behaviour of the circuit with signals
with different frequencies is interesting.
The signal with the higher frequency
always switches on its flip-flop until the
slower signal triggers a reset and resets
both signals. Thus only the faster signal
generates output current pulses, which
corresponds to the frequency discriminator
function desired.

With balanced signals, on the other hand,
in general no output pulse is generated, if
we ignore the brief interference spikes
when the flip-flop is reset. In the locked
condition, its output signal is a pure DC
voltage, so that a simple capacitor at the
output is sufficient to act, now and again,
as a loop filter.

The phase frequency comparator is there
fore often used in integrated PLL circuits.

However, this circuit has a disadvantage,
which admittedly is often insignificant, but
explains many noticeable effects in a
frequency synthesiser. If both flanks meet
the inputs almost simultaneously, then the
width of the output pulse is no longer
dependent on the flank interval, but only
on the signal running times in the flip-flops
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logue phase discriminator (usually
a sampling discriminato r) then
takes over the fine control. Th is
technique is used in the NJ8820
from PJessey and, in a similar
form, in the MC 145159 from Mo
torola. The result s are optima l for
what is, of course, considerable
expense.

3. Two phase frequency comparators
are used , which are powered by
signals phase-displac ed through
gate running times, so that only
one discriminator is ever in the
dead zone. The output pu lses are
suitably combined in the I'C. The
phase discriminator in the TBB200
from Siemens should operate by
means of this procedure.

It can be seen from the above that the
selection of a suitable phase discriminator
plays a key role in a successful synthesiser
project. True, nowadays most tasks can be
mastered using one-chip synthe sisers.
which contain the entire digital logic of the
reference divider, adjustment divider and
phase discriminator. But frequently only a
discrete ly constructed phase comparator is
in a posit ion to guarantee the signal quality
required.

A similar critical element is represented by

(~'-----------~~""""=~=
and in the reset gate. There is an area
around phase coincidence in which no
output vollage proportiona l to the phase
position is generated. Specialists in auto
matic control technique speak of a " dead
zone" . If the PLL loop is locked, then the
yeO can drift off a little, until the phase
difference is big enough to generate a
control potential which compensates for
the drift again. This is noticeable in that, in
synthe sisers of this type, the YCO continu
ously " flutters " around its rated fre
quen cy, which is particularly striking
when an SSB receiver is used for listening.

In FM radio equipment, this low-frequency
spurious modulation is mostly negligible.
There are three possible remedies. which
represent different compromises in terms
of expenditure and success:

1. The logic of the discriminator is
made as fast as is possible with the
circuit technology used. This re
duces the dead zone. Old synthe
siscr IC 's using PMOS technology,
such as the S 187 from Siemens ,
are particul arly unfavourable in
this context. Rapid logic naturally
increases the current consumption.

2. The phase frequency comparator is
used only for interception and for
rough synchronisation. An ana-

U "'H un<

DB1NV I
Fig .6:
Typica l VCO Circuit with
FET
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the voltage-controlled oscillator or YCO,
which is the subject of the next section.

6.
VOLTAGE-CONTROLLED
OSCILLATORS

The YCO's (voltage-controlled oscilla
tors) used in PLL circuits can be roughly
divided into RC circuits and LC circuits.
RC oscillators, usually multi-vibrator cir
cuits, are used in the low-frequency range,
since they are easy to layout for low
oscillation frequencies. If the requirements
for stability are not high, they can also be
used in the lower part of the high
frequency range. The cycle recuperation
PLL in floppy and hard disk controllers
represents one common application.

LC oscillators with capacitance diode
tuning are used, almost exclusively, in the
high-frequency range. A typical circuit of
this type is the FET oscillator in Fig.6. The
structure will be recognised as that of a
Colpitts oscillator with feedback from
source to gate. The HF is tapped at the
drain of the FET with low feedback. A
capacitance diode connected through a
capacitor displaces the frequency as a
function of the control voltage. However,
this basic circuit has its peculiarities, and
high-quality YCOs can not be constructed
unless they are known. This basic circuit
will later serve us as a model for the
explanation of crucial construction guide
lines.

"PLL experts" often express the opinion
that there is no need to pay much attention
to stability and drift in the construction of a
YCO, since the oscillator is actually

6.1. Critical points

The following points are to be taken into
account in the circuit design and compro
mises are to be made:

1. Basically the quality of the fre
quency-determining oscillation cir
cuit or resonator should be selected
to be as high as possible, to keep
the static sidebands as narrow as
possible. Narrow static sidebands
mean a high short-time stability for
the oscillator. The influence of the
quality can be explained by saying
that the unavoidable static from the
oscillator transistor due to the band
tuning effect of the resonator is
reduced to a narrow range near the
carrier. To ensure that the transis
tor does not work against a high
unloaded Q for the oscillation
circuit, it is loosely coupled to the
circuit.

2. Capacitance diodes have relatively
good qualities in the YHF and
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UHF range. If a wide tuning range
is required, then the capacitance
diode must be permanently con
nected to the circuit. which impairs
the quality and the static character
istics . For high-quality oscillators ,
there is the possibility of splitting
the entire tuning range inlo several
sub-ranges . The most reliable solu
tion is to use separa te oscillators
for each sub-range .

3. If a continuously tuneable oscilla
tor wi th an extremely wide tuning
range is required, then the poor
static characteristics must be ac
cepted. Since in this case the
resonator quality is detenn incd ex
clusively by the capacitance di
ode(s) , it makes no sense to invest
considerable mechanical resources
in a high-quality resonator. A
nearly constructed coaxial circuit
with strongly linked diodes does
not bring about better characte ris
tics than a micro-strip layout

4. At first sight, the long-term stabil
ity of the VCO seems to have no
signif icance, since it is actually
balanced by the control loop. This
is also a false conclusion, since an
oscillator which is very dependent
on temperature must be able to
offer a large " tuning reserve " on
both sides of the usefu l tuning
range, so that the PLL circuit can

8(549

, .g . I2 V 1k ~ bo1
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Fig.?: Low-noise sim ple Volta ge
Con tr oller

still intercept the oscillator at ex
treme temperatures. But there
again, an unnecessar ily wide tim
ing range is costly in terms of
signal-noise ratio.

S. Only bipolar types and barrier
layer FETs, both of which Me
characterised by both good high
frequency characteristics in the
low-frequency range and low
static, come into consideration as
oscillator transistors. MOS and
MESFETs generate a strong flicker
ef fect in the low-frequency range
and the lower part of the high
frequency range, which is immedi
ately transferred to the osc illator
signal as AM modulation. Since
the input and output capacities of a
transistor are independent of level
control, the amplitu de modulation
is converted in the transistor into a
frequency or phase modu lation,
which can no longer be removed
by subsequent measures such as,
for example, using a limiter.

7,
CIRCUIT DETAILS

Once the basic dimensions and the selec
tion of cc mponents for a VCO has been
clarified. it is recommended that you take a
look at a few circuit details which are not
obvious, but which can have a dec isive
influence on the quality of the oscillator.
Some of these things were already being
discussed years ago in the amateur litera
ture. But if we look at the failed designs of
some recent synthesi sers we can see that
many things have been forgotten again.
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7.1. The operating voltage

Every oscillator reacts to oscillating power
voltages with a frequency modulation,
since the transistor capacities depend on
the voltage. The extent of the modulation
depends both on the resonator quality (high
quality reduces the frequency fluctuation)
and on the coupling of the voltage
dependent transistor capacitors to the
oscillation circuit.

It is thus reasonable to allocate the
oscillator its own voltage regulator. But
before you reach into the box with the
integrated tripod voltage regulators,
there's one thing you should think about.
The worst interference comes from rapid
oscillations of the supply voltage in the
form of superimposed high frequency and
static, since these can be only imperfectly
controlled by the PLL, or not at all. Tripod
regulators have poor control characteristics
at high frequencies and themselves pro
duce some background noise. The "old"
regulators in the 78XX range are relatively
good here. Modem low-drop regulators
and energy-saving low-power layouts ex
ert a considerably slower control and also
produce a lot of noise. The best solution is
a discretely constructed regulator with a Z
diode and an emitter follower. Sufficient
current should be supplied to the Z diode
and an RC member should be mounted
between the diode and the base, as per
Fig.7, in order to suppress the diode static.

7.2. The bias voltage supply to the
tuning diode

Many oscillator circuits can be found in
which the bias voltage for the tuning
diodes is fed in through high ohmic
resistances (lOOill to IMQ). This solution
has the advantage that a resistance is
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the low-frequency amplification of the
transistor. Ifthe transistor is operating with
full open,loop voltage gain, then the noise
level at the collector will cause a corre
spondingly powerful noise modulation.

Thus the goal must be to reduce the
low-frequency amplification of the transis
tor by negative feedback, and to design the
low-frequency source resistance in such a
way that the transistor is operated with its
optimal source impedance for the low
frequency noise.

One possible solution for bipolar oscilla
tors has been described in the veo's
DBlNV 012/013. Here a collector resist
ance more effective for low frequencies, in
conjunction with low-frequency feedback
from the collector to the base, provides for
good phase noise characteristics. The
disadvantage of such feedback is that it
extends the time between the switching on
of the oscillator and the reaching of the
operating point, which should be taken into
account for keyed oscillators (transmitter /
receiver circuit).

For FET oscillators like the one in OUT

example (Fig.6), the gate is often closed at
high resistance, so that a negative bias can
be built up by rectifying the high frequency
and the operating point can be stabilised.
The noise voltages arising at this resistance
can be rendered ineffective in that the gate

(~,-----------_----,:",:,,::,,,,,,,,:::,==~=::,,,::::,=
The fact that the noise characteristics of a
VCO and thus of the synrhesiser can be
decisively improved by correct operational
voltage filtering and the feeding in of a
tuning voltage was already being written
about in articles in CQ,DL and VHF
Communications some years ago. How
ever, many younger circuit developers
seem to have lost this knowledge, as is
shown by negative examples from recent
times.

7.3. The low-frequency wiring of the
oscillator transistor

The oscillator transistor amplifies not only
the wanted signal but also its background
noise, so that the noise spectrum extends
from the lowest low-frequency range (so
called flicker effect) to the limiting fre
quency of the transistor. This noise voltage
now modulates the transistor characteris
tics like an external interference voltage, in
particular the natural capacitancies, and
appears as a noise modulation on the
output signal. The width of the static
sidebands of the output signal depends on
the resonator quality of the oscillator, since
the resonance circuit is responsible for the
band pass filtering of the output signal.
How strong the effect of the low-frequency
noise from the transistor is depends on the
circuitry on the low-frequency side, i.e. on

Fig.8:
Noise-optimised veoI
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is put high up, using a high-frequency
choke, and the gate leakage resistance is
bridged by a capacitor.

The changes just described can also be
seen in Fig.8, which shows our specimen
VCO after noise optimisation.

8.
OTHER COMPONENTS OF A
SYNTHESISER

The other components of a PLL synthe
siser, in addition to the VCO and the phase
discriminator, are the reference oscil1ator,
reference divider, adjustment divider and
variable-gain amplifier with low pass
filter.

The existing functional units in the PLL IC
are normally used for the dividers in the
signal and reference branch, or else re
course is had to logic IC's using ECL or
HCMOS technology, so no further expla
nation is necessary. The reference oscilla
tor is also integrated in most PLL IC's, so
that if high-quality crystals are used
reasonable oscillator characteristics are
obtained straight away.

If the requirements for frequency stability
are more stringent, the use of an external
temperature-compensated crystal oscilla
tor (TCXO) is recommended. Since
TCXO's with the standard frequencies of
6.4 MHz or 12.8 MHz are a constituent
part of every mobile telephone and are thus
a mass-produced article, you don't have to
pay much more for them than for a
made-to-order crystal. Prices start at £20
and rise in accordance with the stability
requirements and temperature range.

The last two points usual1y have contradic
tory effects on dimensions, so you have to
look for compromises or have recourse to
expensive filter structures. Now how
should the low pass filter be dimensioned
so that the control loop operates in a stable
manner, i.e. avoiding a malfunction and
without "resonant rise"?
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Fig.9: Loop filter options for PLL circuits

A PLL is nothing more than a feedback
amplifier, which keeps the veo frequency
steady against external and infernal inter
ference factors. If all components arc ideal
and free from delay, then no low pass is
needed in the loop. But since all functional
units have an operating delay, the feedback
produces a spurious feedback at a certain
interference frequency, so that the interfer
ence builds up. The low pass now reduces
the amplification in the control loop for
high frequencies to such an extent that the

feedback condition is no longer fulfilled
for the critical frequency.

The setting divider and the phase discrimi
nator make the biggest contribution to this
delay time, as can easily be imagined. If
the input frequency of the divider alters,
then the phase discriminator does not
"notice" this until a signal flank: has arisen
at the output of the divider. The discrimi
nator itself needs one flank each in the
signal and reference branches to determine
the phase differential.
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.12V
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Fig.IO: Examples of non-inverting (a)
or (b) variable-gain amplifiers
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As stated earlier, every PLL has an internal
delay time, which generates a phase angle
rotation in the control circuit and converts
the feedback into a spurious feedback. The
first-grade loop filter is already generating
a phase angle rotation of 45° at its limiting
frequency, which increases to nearly 90° at
still higher frequencies, and is added on to
the phase angle rotation of the rest of the
loop. Thus the filter at first just impairs the
"phase reserve" of the PLL loop and the
limiting frequency must be selected lower
than the optimum for reliable operation.

If a resistance, R1, with a value of app .
1/10 R, is wired up in series with the filter
capacitor, C, as per Fig.9c or 9d, the
transient effect of the PLL after interfer
ences or frequency changes improves
decisively. In accordance with what has
just been said, the effect of the extra
resistance can easily be understood. As the
frequency increases, the low pass reduces
the amplification in the control loop, but
the interference phase angle rotation of the

R

DB1NV

DB1NV

It can thus be seen that the maximum
sensible control speed, and thus the limit
ing frequency of the low pass filter, can
amount to only a fraction of the phase
monitoring frequency.

If, as a first step, the low pass is
dimensioned at 1/10 to 1/50 of the phase
monitoring frequency, then the PLL can at
least be engaged and can then be opti
mised.

8.1. Various low pass filters

In constructing the low pass filter, you
have the choice between passive filters
(the low pass is mounted in front of or
behind the variable-gain amplifier) and
active filters, in which the low pass is
integrated into the feedback of the vari
able-gain amplifier. Figs. 9a to 9h give a
summary of common filter structures. In
Fig.9a, we see a simple passive loop filter,
a first-grade low pass with the limiting
frequency fg =2.R.e. The active version in
Fig.9b is an integrator with the time
constant t = R.C.. The difference between
the two options is that with the passive
filter the phase difference between the
reference signal and the yeO signal is not
set to zero, but a phase error remains which
depends on the frequency, because the
output voltage of the phase discriminator is
the tuning voltage of the Yeo. The active
loop filter integrates the phase error at zero
and keeps it there (or at a fixed value
conditioned by the circuit). The active loop
filter can be used with advantage provided
the output voltage of the phase discrimina
tor does not allow any sizeable deviation
from its equilibrium value. The simple
first-grade loop filter can not provide an
optimal transient effect during interference
or frequency changes.
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8.2. The variable-gain amplifier

In the selection of the variable-gain ampli
fier , it should be borne in mind that its
noise goes directly into the YCO and
becomes noticeabl e as phase jitter. TIle
best so lution is usuall y a discrete amplifier
or impedance conv erter with one or two
tran sistors - some examples are shown in
Fig. 1O. Operational amplifiers are easier to
handle, but have to have low noise levels .
"Ancient types " , such as the " 741" or the
CMOS-OP's, such as, for example, the
TLC 27M7 manufactured by Texas Instru
ments , are completely unsuitable. CMOS
and micro-power operational amplifiers

For synthes isers with a rapid transien t time
after a frequency change, a further im
prov ement is possible using a non-linear
loop filter as per Fig .9i or 9j. One section
of the longitudinal resistance, R, is bridged
over with two anti-parallel diodes. For
large frequency jumps, which entail a big
change in the output frequency of the
phase discriminator, the capacitors of the
loop filter arc rapidly rever sed, so that the
diodes become high- ohmic again , and the
optimal time constant for static operation is
selected.

The pre-requisite for the usability of a
non-linear loop filter is that the phase
discriminator delivers a DC voltage which
is not interspersed w ith spike pulses . The
spikes would open the diodes and would
arrive at the filter output without mu ch
weak enin g. In this respect, a sampling
phase discriminator is ideal.

ently of the rest of the circuit, and in the
second place it also attenuates high
frequ ency interference factors stemming
from the variable-gain amplifier, such as
noise.

(f.'-------------:..:...:.:......::..;-....::==..:..:...:.::::.:....:..=....:=
fi lter is much slighter than before. At high
frequencies. the capacitor can be consid
ered as a short-circuit, and we obtain a
voltage divider made up of Rand RI ,
which cause s no pha se angle rotation.

Unfortunately, this loop filter has a disad
vantage. Whilst damping using the filter as
per Fig.9a increa ses with the frequency, by
6 dB I octave, with the fil ter as per Fig.9c it
reaches a co nstant value, namely the
voltage divider ratio from Rand R 1. Sin ce
the output of a phase discriminator always
contains residu es of the phase monitoring
frequency and its harmonics, these frac
tions are better damped by the circuit as
per Fig. 9a than by that as per Fig.9c. A
modulation of the YCO with these interfer
ence voltages should be unconditi onally
avo ided, since they are expressed as
spurious emis sion symmetrical to the rated
frequency at interval s corresponding to the
phase monitoring frequen cy and its mult i
ples. In the ex treme case , this gives the
notorious " syn thes iscr lattice fencing " ,
which seriously interferes with the adja
cent channels . One remedy is provided by
an additional low pass, which becomes
e ffec tive only from the pha se monitoring
frequency onwards , and has only an
insignificant influence at lower frequen
cies. The low pas s can be supplemented by
a capacitor, Cl , as in Fig.ve or 9f, which
should be d imensioned at about 1/10 C. R
and CI then form the addi tional filter for
the phase monitoring frequ ency and its
harmonics. This circuit is also often
de scribed as ' 'two time-constant filters".

A further improvement can be obtained if
the second low pass is mounted behind the
variab le-gain amplif ier, as show n ill Fig.9g
and Fig.9h. In the first place, the low pass
for filtering the phase mon itorin g fre
qu ency can here be dimensioned independ-
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make more noise than bipolar types or
those with a FET input. The author has had
some good experiences with FET types
such as, for example, the TL070 family
from Texas Instruments, or special low
noise types, such as the OP27 from PMI or
Analog Devices. The best price-perform
ance ratio, in the author's opinion, is
provided by the NE5534 from Philips,
which was specially created for high
quality low-frequency applications, e.g. in
studio technology. Its small disadvantage,
the high input static current, can be
eliminated if necessary by a series-con
nected source follower with standard
FET's, such as the BF 245.

9.
CALIBRATING AND
OPTIMISING THE CONTROL
LOOP

9.1. Optimising on a mathematical
model

To optimise the low pass filter and thus the
control behaviour of the PLL control loop,
we can analyse the circuit mathematically
and then hope everything works. To
prepare the calculation, we have to deter
mine the control gradients of the phase
discriminator and the YeO, which requires
a certain amount of measurement. The low
pass must then be calculated either "on
foot" or using a suitable computer pro
gram. Since the effort involved is consider
able, in particular for people little inclined
to mathematics, the author suggests the
following experimental procedure:
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Fig.ll: Measurement circuit for
optimising PLL

The R I and e values of the low pass filter
are optimised in such a manner that the
square-wave interference is stabilised as
fast as possible and without oscillations.
With a synthesiser which can be modu
lated, the transient load response is dimen
sioned to values of app. 20 milliseconds.
The calibration is advantageously carried
out at a frequency at the lower end of the
veo tuning range, since here the tuning
gradient and thus the risk of instabilities is
at its greatest.

At the top end of the band, then, there is
strongly damped control behaviour, and
thus a longer response time. This creates
less interference than oscillations at the
lower end of the band. Anyone wishing to
perfect the control behaviour can use phase
discriminators with programmable control
gradients and select the appropriate control
gradient in each case on the basis of the
frequency selected.

It will be noted that freedom from spurious
emissions and the desired control behav
iour can often be brought about only with
compromises on a denominator. Assigning
low-frequency dimensions to the low pass
for the phase monitoring frequency (Cl)

yeo

'-_----<j Oscilloscope

Square-wave
generator .

OB1NV

Variable
gain amp. 1----10--+-----1

oscillate wildly and the control circuit runs
permanently, trying to stabilise the situa
tion.

9.3. Optimising the control behaviour

If the synthesiser has operated satisfacto
rily up to now, we can go on to the
optimising of the control behaviour. To
this end, periodic interference with the
control loop is required, the stabilising of
which is observed using an oscilloscope,
which is connected to the tuning voltage of
the yeo. The control procedure should
run briskly and without overshooting. If
enough is known about computers, the
synthesiser IC can be moved up and down
a few channels at a frequency of between
10 and 20Hz. Otherwise, a square-wave
signal with a similar frequency is con
nected into the control loop, as per Fig.II.
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If control oscillations occur which do not
disappear when RI is altered, then initially
the filter capacitor is enlarged until the
circuit operates in a stable manner. With
active loop filters, the problem may also lie
in an oscillating operational amplifier.

Once the synthcsiser is operating to this
extent, it can be established, by listening to
the adjacent channels, or (if possible) by
using a spectrum analyser, whether spuri
ous emissions at the phase monitoring
frequency are present. Next, it should be
decided whether an additional filter is
needed, as per Figs. ge to 9h. The
dimensions applying here arc: time con
stant R.CI I phase monitoring frequency.
If this does not bring the spurious emis
sions under control, then check whether
the static generally is coming into the veo
through the control voltage, as opposed to
digital pulses finding their way directly
into the VCO.
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increases the spur ious em issions inte rva l,
but increases the over-shots dur ing the

transient effect.

Fig's. 12a and 12b show the control behav
iour of a co rrec tly dimensioned PLL and
an insuffi cientl y damped PLL, as obtained
using the Fig . ! ! mea surement circu it.

10.
FULLY SOLID-STATE PLL
FUNCTIONAL UNIT

'-100

100

Until a few yea rs ago it was still normal to
assemble the digital part of a synthcsiscr
fro m ind ividu al logic IC' s. Since then ,
many one-chi p PLL circuits have become
avai lable, which conta in all the dig ital
clem ent s, fro m the se tting divider through
the phase discr imi nat or , the reference
oscillator and the refer ence divider to the '
contro l logic fo r the dual mode pre-di vider.

Freq uent ly, we even find a section of the
variable-ga in amplifier or a loadin g pump
for the genera tion of a higher YCO tuning
voltage in the IC' s. Since a micr o-contr ol
ler co ntro ls the operating sequence in
almost all radio equipme nt, the directly
programma ble syn thcs isc r IC' s arc being
squeezed out by layo uts wi th bus co nnec
tions .

Th e most common types of interface arc :
--+ 4 bit parallel w ith additional ad

dress inputs for direct connect ion
to the data buses of 4-bit and X-bi t
micro-controllcrs

--+ Three- wire bus, a serial synchro
nous interface , whi ch consists of a
da ta line, a timing line and a

reception line ; this bus is often
descr ibed as a " mierowi re"

>
E
:3
'"

-100

Fig.l2: Control behaviour of correctly
dimensioned (a) and
insufficiently damped (b) PLLs

..... The I2C bus, known from en te r

tainment electronics , which co n
sists of only a data line and a
timing line

Anyone interes ted in the data transmiss ion
procedu re should refer to the rnanufactur
crs' spec ial data books (3) - (X) , The

leadin g manufacturers of synthcsiscr IC' s

arc Fuj itsu, Motorola , Plcsscy and S ie

mens.

The author has restrict ed himself to prod
ucts from the Motorola and Plcssey CO Il1

pa nics, s ince he re th e dis tr ib utors

(Enatcch nik for Motorola, i\stronic for
Plcsscy) willingly made sma ll amo unts of
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it has been optimised for use in high

quality synrhesisers. So it has an analogue
sampling phase discriminator, which sup

plies a very clean output voltage to the

succeeding units, without digital interfer

ence pulses. Separate supply and earth
connections for logic and for the analogue

section make it possible to provide the

phase discriminator with a clean operating

voltage. A digital course discriminator is

responsible for the rapid engagement of the

PLL The MCI45I59 is laid out for
operation with a passive, non-inverted

loop filter.

NJ8820 (Plessey):
The NJ8~20 is especially suitable for
high-quality synthesiscrs with relatively

few operating channels, for it possesses a

special "PROM interface", and can read
its program data off independently from an

EPROM. The reading procedure is trig

gered using an input which is connected

only by capacitive coupling to the PTf
line. Each level change then automatically
acts as a re-programming. The NJ8820 has
a digital course discriminator and a high

quality sampling discriminator for fine
control. An active, inverted low pass filter
is needed. The NJ8821, with a 4-bit

parallel bus, and the JN88C22, with a
serial wire bus, also belong to the same

family of circuits. All the IC's have been

produced using CMOS technology and
require external dual-modulus pre-dividers

for frequencies greater than 10 MHz.

SP8853 (Plessey):
The SP8853, laid out in accordance with

bipolar technology, does have a relatively
high current consumption but, to make up
for that, it has a dual-modulus pre-divider

up to 1.5 GHz, so that it can be described

as a genuine one-chip solution. The

SP8853 is programmed by means of a

10,1, "Wanted list" 01' selected PLL
modules

Me 145159 (Motorola):

The MCI45159 is programmed by means
of a three-wire bus and has similar

characteristics to the IC's above. However,
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The following data summary may provide

the interested reader with a survey of the

data and operational experience relating to

some selected PLL components:

MCl45152 (Motorola):
This CMOS synthcsiscr, already decidedly

elderly, can be parallel-programmed using

19 data lines, but subsequently requires no
micro-processor for control. It operates

with all common dual-modulus pre-divid

ers from Motorola and Plesscy. The

disadvantage is that the divider factor for
(he reference frequency is programmable

only to Xplaces and the phase discrimina
tor has two separate digital outputs which

arc merged externally in the variable-gain

amplifier. Since the phase discriminator
generates pronounced residual pulses in
the engaged condition, considerable work

has to be spent on the filter in order to

bring the spurious emissions under control.

MCI451146 (Motorola):
The MCI45146 is designed for program

ming by means of a 4-bit data bus and, as

well as the MC145152 equipment, pos
sesses a fully programmable reference

divider and a second phase discriminator,

which avoids the "dead zone" mentioned
in connection with simple phase frequency

discriminators.

(~'------------_:":"':":"-==':"":':":::::":":":":::~=
equipment available for experiments. Un

fortunately, many interesting components
exist only in the "handy 250()-unit big

pack", whieh makes them unsuitable for

amateur usc.
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three-wire bus. More rapid frequency
changes are possible without re-program
ming, thanks to a doubled frequency
register, which is selected using a switch
ing input. Coarse and fine phase discrimi
nators with programmable output currents
and a programmable polarity for the output
voltage mean this module is pre-destined
for professional applications, which is
reflected in the price. An identical format
is available in a cheaper plastic housing
under the description SP8861.

10.2. "Wanted list" of selected
pre-dividers

In most cases, a matching dual-modulus
pre-divider is required for the synthesiser
IC's referred to above. The following types
from the very wide Plessey range were
investigated:

SP8716-19:
This family of dividers typically operates
at up to 520 MHz and has a typical current
consumption of 7 - 10 rnA. The SP8716
divides by 40 and 41, the SP8718 by 64
and 65, and the SP8719 has dividerfactors
of80 and 81.

SP8703/04:
The SP8703 and its low current-drain
successor the SP8704 are designed for
input frequencies of 1 GHz. The current
consumption of the SP8703 amounts to 30
rnA and it can be switched off with a power
down input. The divider factor is 128 or
129. The SP8704 requires only 10 rnA
more and can be wired for a 64/65 or
128/129 division.

SP8793:
The SP8793 divides by 40 or 41 and
operates at up to 225 MHz, with a typical
current consumption of 4 mAo An internal
voltage controller makes operation possi-

11.
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Wolfgang Schneider, DJ 8 ES

CW Call Sign Transmitter

Every radio am at eur ha s 10 car ry out
te st tr an smissions now and th en.
Whe-ther it be for test purposes (TVII
BCI tesn or for comparison , the qu es
tion alwavs arises: how do I modulate
my test signa l?

Th e followin g descr iption introdu ces a
sim ple and yet efficient CW call sign
transmitter . Dashe s, dots, call signs or
even shor t texts can be transmitted in
CW mode by thi s assembly , III addition
to rendering the operator's own test
signa l clearly identifiable, this also

means that th e r egula tions governing
amateur radio arc adh ered to when the
operator's own call sign is transmitted,

1.
THE CW CALL SIGN
TRANSMITTER

This CW call sign transmitter puts a small
and at the same time cheap accessory into

J--- ~"'i~ -
'Olin rZ ';4 202t22232426~9 _ . - d,

1-11....-128 '8 - - - do

I ~ IC3" 17 d, tO~ ------'Jt: Key; , t 6 - --- d. r=1__L_V
'I i 27C256 tS - - - d, < --- --~ L,>. , N4' 48--- -I . . t 3 -- - d, BClWSB J. 1

1- 12v o· ..- -, - --·78l0S - .---~t 12 dI , . 1 f t

='00~ ' - ~ 1 0U =10 43 25\0 9 7 8 E 5
11 do

I " - I

- 1- : I, +5V
I ' "--.I,oon , , , I

, 2 3 4 6,21314 ,5 I D'
. - 7 16 I !1Dk

Om ~~~55 t ODn I ~5:4020 +--i.~'~D~/l StartlStop
~: , 3~--" ,0 l
~--, ---, '- ---,B.....J!.:. - OJ ES 018
- au.7 ! 1 8

Fig. l : T he CW Call Sign Transmitter
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the hands of the user. A circuit has been
created here at minimum cost which meets
all the necessary requirements. The fol
lowing programming should be taken as
standard:

- One line of dots
- One line of dashes
- One line of dots and dashes
- Test loop (TEST DE CALL)
- Test loop (CALL LOCATION,

continuous dash)
- cq loop (CQ CQ CQ DE CALL

CALL CALL PSE K, break)

Of course, the CW caIl sign transmitter can
be programmed in accordance with per
sonal ideas and wishes. In the circuit
shown, the assembly is restricted to 512
storage steps per text. This storage volume
corresponds to approximately one
minute's text at a rate of 60 bpm.

The complete memory area can be made
use of through suitable modification (ad
dress selection of EPROM). This corre
sponds to a maximum of 32 k of CW text.

2.
DESCRIPTION OF CIRCUIT

A type 27C256 (IC3) EPROM acts as a
text memory and forms the core of the CW
caIl sign transmitter. The storage chip is
organised at 32 k x 8 bits. These 8 bits are
used to store a maximum of any 8 CW
texts.

The CW signs are read out seriaIly. For
this purpose, the EPROM is correspond
ingly controlled through its address lines.
This function is handled by a CMOS-IC
CD 4020 (1C2). The divider is a 14-digit
binary meter, with the 9 low-value bits
serving to control the EPROM.

The programmed CW texts should be
transmitted at 60 bpm. With the memory
area of 512 bits available for each of the
eight possible texts (EPROM addresses
Odec - 511dec), the necessary clock fre
quency of 273 Hz is calculated.

A standard circuit with an NE555 timer IC

Fig.2: The prototype from the components side and the foil side
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If

DJ8ES 018 DJ8ES 018
Fig.3: The circuit can be built with minimum expense

(IC I) is assembled as a clock. The output
frequency is determ ined by the RC combi
nat ion 2 x 4k7 and 047. To vary the speed,
one of the resistanc es can be replaced by a
potentiometer if necessary.

The circuit is served by a single-pole
switch at the rese t input of the binary meter
(IC2). It distinguishes between "Start"
(switch closed) and ' 'Stop" (switch open).
In the " Stop " position, IC2 is reset to
address Odcc, The possibility of switch
chatter keeps the RC unit out of 10k and
lOOnF.

Up to 8 different CW texts can be stored
and ca lled up using the given circuit. The
desired EPROMoutput is selec ted using a
step sw itch. To control the stages of
transmission, or to control a transceiver,
the switch output is provided with a
BC848B transistor. A 78L05 voltage con
troller allo ws the call sign transmitter to be
opera ted at the normal operating voltages
(e .g. +12V ). The current consumption of
the assembly at 12V is only 7mA , so that it
can be operated with a battery .
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3.
PROGRAMMING

The address area 0 dee _ 51Idee is always
available for the individual CW texts . The
charac ters are serially distributed in the
EPROM. A dot occup ies 1 bit. If the
programming initially prop osed is used as
a base, then the following system applies :

dO =line of dots

d1=line of dashes

It is important that address 0 dcc shou ld
alway s remain empty (logic 0). When the
switch is in the " Stop" position, the unit is
reset to this address. This should not caus e
any character to be transm itted. Th e first
CW sign starts with address Idee'

The EPROM is individu ally progra rruned
using suitable aids (software, program
mer). A sample listing can be obtained
from the publishers.
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4.
ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

TIle CW call s ign transmitter is ass emb led
on a double-sided epoxy-coated board
me asuring 53 mm. x 72 mm .. The Ie's are
fitted from the components side and the
SMD component s from the solder side.

The board is sma ll enough to be incorpo
rated in a standard tinplate housin g. The
most varied assembly options arc conceiv 
able, e.g . step sw itches and start / stop
sw itches also mount ed inside the housing .

During assembly, make sure tha t the
copper surfaces remain around the bores
for all earth connections. They are soldered
0 11both sides.

4.1. List of components

lC I NES5S time r
lC2 CD4020 binary meter
IC3 27C256 EPROM
A11 other components as SMD layout:
1 x TA78L05F voltage controller
I x 8C8488 transistor
I x IN4148 diode
1 x lOFf 20V tantalum

electrolytic capacitor
1 x 0.47F / 35V tantalum

electrolytic capaci tor
1 x InF ceramic capaci tor
5 x 100nF ceram ic capacitor
2 x 4.7k
2 x 10k

If sou're travelling through fRANCE during the
2nd weekend of October9 SrOPin AUXERRE

and visit our 15th HAM EXHIBITION

THE BIGGEST HAM EX HIBITION INFRANCE !!

At Vaulabelle Center (Blvd Oaufabelle, Near Citroen
Garage) : 9 ~ 10 OCTOBER 1993

Enquiries to F5SM, SM Electronic, 20bis Avenue
des Clairions, F.89000 AUXERRE.

Tel: +3386469659;Fax: +3386465658
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DeflefBurchard, Dipl.-Ing.,Box 14426, Nairobi

Crystal Testing

Oscillator crystals are nothing new.
Technical applications for their piezo
electric effects have been known for 60
or 70 years. Their characteristics have
been known about for just as long.
Manufacture was and is constantly re
fined. Nevertheless, a crystal is still a
relatively expensive component. And
you don't throw it away when it's done
the job it was made for. It can be used in
an experimental set-up at freq uencies
which diverge by up to 0.5%, even with
another upper harmonic. It may also be
used in a filter or demodulator.

The pre-requisite is that all its charac
teristics are known. The article de
scribes ways in which they can be
measured. This then leads to some new
types of application. I assume that the
reader is informed about the basic
characteristics of crystals, as they are
explained in the catalogues of most
reputable manufacturers. What follows
below is what you won't find there.

l.
INTRODUCTION

Everyone knows this effect. You introduce
a crystal into a tried and tested circuit and
find that the frequency generated does not
correspond to the one printed on the
crystal. Th is can be verified using s imp le
frequ ency meters, which nowad ays meas
ure with greater precision than that with
which crystals are manufactured.

So who is at fault , the user or the
manufacturer? Probabl y both! The user,
because he or she is using the crys tal in a
way which the manufacturer did not
expect, and the manufacturer, becau se he
or she has not printed enough data on the
crystal.

There are certainly enough examples of
this. There is a crystal in my DIY box
which is simply marked" 60.2 MH z " . The
manufacturer apparently wishes to remain
an onymous , and perhaps with good

"
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Fig.I :
270

+1 2V11 ~mA

M eaurement circuit for
Impedances from 0 to app.

0~1 10 SOJ'l. 10k!'!;
'--:-:-""""'-/---l~- 50!'! Input and Output

1
O.Burchard

· 12 VI0.5mA

51 -r

son

reaso n. Another carries the descrip tion
"6 MHz SWS " . The abbreviation refers to
a dealer who probably knows nothing else
about the crys tal. A third is referred to as
" Valvo 18.()OOOOO". We can easily inter
pret this as 18 MH z (which is correct),
with a comparison precis ion of 5 dec imal
places after the last digit written down
(which is incorrect). It would actually
mean that th e tolerance wa s only
0.028 ppm. No manufacturer, however
crafty, could promise that !

One example of a crys tal marked with
sufficient information is the following:
T Q79051 6:216.631.25 range. First comes
the code for the manufacturer , Telequarz
(TQ). We then find that this is a crystal in
an HC-45U housing (7...) in the ninth
upper harmonic (.9...) with a comparison

Fig .2: Impedance curve of a crystal
Y: Sdb/div; x: 25 MHz/div

0 ... 250 M Hz

tolerance of ± 10 ppm (...05..) and TK of
± 7.5 ppm between -20 and +70°C (... 16),
which has series resonance at 216631. 25
MH z. Th is is enough for the crys tal to be
used in acco rdance with the regulations .
And there is hard ly room for anything else
in the small housing. If you want to lise this
crystal in a different way or to understand
the cheap crys tal with the inadequate
description better, then you must do your
own measuring.

2.
CRYSTAL RESONANCES

Like any three-dimensional image, a cr ys
tal has more than one resonan ce. You can
find any number of resonances. provided
only that you make the frequ ency range of
the investigation wide enough and se lect a
sufficiently fine resolution. A sui table
method is to measure the apparent resis t
ance over the frequency range in quest ion .
Fig.l shows a suitable measurement cir
cuit , consisting of a power source and a
source follower, which follows (1). It is
wired into the signal path of a wobbler ,
network analyser or spectrum analyser
with a tracking generator. For the TQ
crystal referred to above, for exa mple , you
get an image like Fig.2. We are initially
st ruck by a hyperbolic impedan ce
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Fig.3: Complete equivalent circuit
diagram of a Crystal

decrease, which in reality is a logarithmic
hyperbola. Ii: car; be traced back to the
capacity between the eIectrodes. The ac
tual resonances of the crystal can be
detected through small "swerves" in this
hyperbola. This kind of thing is clearly
visible at 24, 72 and 120 MHz, but can
scarcely be made out at 170 and 217 MHz.
The resolution is evidently not fine
enough.

There are measuring instruments nowa
days which can measure such curves in

Fig.S: Compensation of electrode
capacity generates a Parallel
Resonance (here) atthe 7th
Overtone (scale division as
Fig.2)

Fig.4: Appearance of a Zero Point in
the Impedance Curve when
long leads are used (scale
division as Fig.2)

steps of 10 Hz. An expression of the
frequency range of Fig.2 with a 0.1 mm.
step width would be 2.5 km. long. So it is
better to investigate each "jump" sepa
rately by reducing the sweep hub, once a
general view has been obtained as per
Fig.2.

}
3rd
Overtone

}
5th
Overtone

1
fFunda
jrnemal

D,Burchard

Principal
resonance

Connections

[g1 [g2

Lal T La2

Housing and/or
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Additional overtones
with spurious resonances
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There is thus a fundamental - this is the
jump at the lowest frequency. Then follow

the upper harmonics, each at an interval of

about double the fundamental frequency.
All of them have spurious emissions in

their neighbourhood, as we shall see later.
This gives the complete equivalent-circuit

diagram of a crystal (Fig.3). Each reso
nance is represented by a circuit in series,

R xy' Lxy' Cxy' The capacity between the
electrodes is referred [0 as Co' Other
capacities arise between the electrodes and

the housing, which should usually not be

neglected, and in addition the wires to the

connections have a certain inductivity. The

latter is obviously noticeable only in very
long lines. For Fig.4, jumper wires 100
mm long were mounted as an extension at

10 mm. intervals, which created a series

resonance with Co and Cg at 180 MHz. It
can be concluded from this that L al and La2

play no part in reasonable lengths of wire

of under 10 mm., unless the frequency
exceeds 300 MHz. At the moment, how

ever, this is also the limit beyond which

crystals are not available. It had, of course,
already been reached 60 years ago with

tourmaline crystals.

The representation of a series resonance is
made considerably more difficult if there is

a parallcllow impedance of Co' This is the
case for all the higher upper harmonics.

One way out is to compensate for Co by
means of a parallel-wired coil. Its effect
can be seen in Fig.S, The seventh overtone,

for which compensation has been pro
vided, is now clearly prominent, and the

resolution can be markedly improved by

reducing the sweep hub. The main rcso
nancc of the seventh overtone can be seen
on the far left in Fig.6. All "satellites" to

the right of it arc spurious emissions. Now

it is also clear that the resolution can not be

increased any further using the broad-band
wobbler. Its interference dispersion is

several kHz, which is too wide. This

means that steep parts of the curve are

shown broken up and their more precise
course or the minimum value (the series

resonance) can not be made out.

3.
MORE PRECISE
REPRESENTAnON OF
RESONANCES

So a generator with a much narrower

interference dispersion is needed; 100Hz
may be sufficient in many cases, 10 Hz
always is. Such values can be found in
signal generators which are provided for

the measurement of high-quality receivers.

This need not be the newest, most expen
sive model from one of the big manufac
turers. What is required is the ability to

modulate the frequency, with a lower

limiting frequency as low as possible
(I Hz, 0 Hz are even bctrerl), fine

adjustability of the frequency and little

drift, so that a meter can be connectedup to
determine the frequency. 10 Hz drift over a
few seconds meets all requirements.

Old valve equipment from the surplus
market with mechanical clements which

arc still operating smoothly can be modi

fied relatively simply. The author has done
this previously, using equipment from
Rohde & Schwarz (SMAF type, made in

1954) and Eickc & Bcmmcrcr (type SOU
702, made in 1905) with good results. A

meter output was provided, electronic rille

tuning was incorporated, and the double

capacitors In the FM modulation path were
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Fig.6: M ain W aves and Spurious
Emissions at 7th Overtone
after Com pensat ion

" I\ / /r:
\ I .

Fig.7: Principal and Spurious
Re son ances at Fundamental;
(a) without com pens ation;
(b) with compensation
Y: Sd B/d iv; X: 30 kH z/d iv
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considerably enlarged. However, th e illu s
trations show the results obtained using a
home-m ade signal generator, whic h can be
modulated from DC and has an intcrfcr
cncc dispersion of about SO Hz.

With such a generator and still ra the r a
wide dispersion , we can obtain a good
genera l view of the main resonan ces and
their spurious emiss ions, shown here in
Figs . 7 to l) for the fundamental and the
fifth and ninth ove rtones of the specime n
TQ crystal. The spur ious emission damp
ing can be read off directly. Anyone not
having a calibrated Y axis must cha nge the
generator voltage until first the principal
wave and then the spurious e m ission
coincide with the same screen line, and
finally convert the results into dB.

The images shown in sectio n a arc
obtained using uncom pensated meas ure
men t. Here the parallel resonance ca n be
seen jus t above the series reson an ce . It
occ urs at point s where the imagina ry part
of the crystal series resonance impeda nce
curve, in terms of quant ity, is equa l to the
impedance of all Co' Cg and e xternal
" load" capacities parall el to the crys tal.
The frequency is thus not de termined
through the crystal alone, but can be
stretched rather far th rough externa l wi r
ing. We do not need to determine it,
beca use it can always be calcu la ted fro m
the equiva lent data and the wir ing. Th e
images shown in sec tion a also illust rate
how measuring the series resonances wi th
out compensation is possible only for
fundamentals and overt ones of a low order.
It is therefore a good habit a lways to
meas ure using compensat ion. The c rite rion
for correc t compensation is a symmetrica l
shape for the series resonance curve in the
vicinity of the resonance point, as can also
be seen from the images in section b.

I ,
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Fig.S: Principal and Spurious
Re sonances at 5th Overtone;
(a) without compensation ; (b)
with compensation
Y: SdB/di v; X: 20 kHz/div

The spurious emissions from the overtones
occur at an increasing distance from the
principal wave in groups of 2, 3, 4, etc. I
have never yet found an explanation for
this undoubtedly interesting behavio ur
anywhere.

4.
MEASURING THE
EQUIVALENT DATA

The electrode capacity, Co, and the hous
ing capacities, Cg, can be measured using

Fig.9: Principal and Spurious
Resonances at 9th O vertone;
(a) without com pensat ion; (b )
with compensation
Y: 5dB/div; X : 20 kHzldiv

any capacity measur ing equipment with a
sufficiently high reso lution. The author
uses a Marcon i TF2700 universal Wheat
stone bridge, which requires a measuring
frequency of 1 kHz . This low frequency
ensures that a crys tal resonance is never
measured when exc ited , and thus incor
rectly. For capacity meas uremen t, a crystal
has three connections: the electrode leads
and the hou sing. So three me asurements
must be carried out, each invo lving two
connections linked to aile another, so Cx =

Cg1+ Cg2, Cy = Co+ Cg1and c,=Co + Cg2
can subsequently be determi ned . A simple
calculation then gives :
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Co= V2 (-Cx + Cy- Cz) (I a)

Cg 1 = V2 rc, + Cy - Cz) (Ib)

Cg2 = Ih (Cx -Cy + Cz) (I c)

Because of the symmetrical structure, one
would expect that Cg = Cg2, and in the
majority of cases this is correct. However,
discrepancies do occur if, for example, the
crystal is mounted slightly askew. The
following capacities were measured for the
test crystal: Co = 4.1 pF; Cg1 = 0.6 pF;
Cg2 =0.7 pF.

With regard to the spurious emissions, the
first point of interest is the spurious
emissions interval, which has already been
determined. Then we may perhaps wish to
note the frequency intervals to the princi
pal resonances. They can be read off
directly, e.g. from Figs. 7 to 9. As a rule,
we shall not want to know the Lxy and Cxy

values of the spurious emissions. If we do,
we proceed in exactly the same manner as
described below for the principal reso
nances.

The desired resonance is brought into the
centre of the screen by means of transmit
ter tuning, and the dispersion is reduced
until an image corresponding to Fig.lO or
Fig.II is obtained. The symmetry indi
cates that the compensation has been set
correctly. A suitable X frequency must be
selected, so that the forward and reverse
cycles coincide (splitting, as later in
Fig.2I, is only just permissible). The meter
connected to the transmitter will eliminate
the frequency variation by averaging if the
gate time is long enough (e.g. 1 s.). This
can easily be subsequently verified in that
sequential meter displays vary by only a
few Hz. The horizontal line in Fig's.lO and
11 corresponds to an impedance of lOOn.
If a lOon resistance is wired up instead of
Z; and another channel of the oscillograph
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is made to coincide with this line and is left
there unaltered, we have this permanent
reference line.

With the desired resonance exactly in the
centre of the screen, the value is now read
off from the meter. This gives the series
resonance, fxo' The +3 dB bandwidth has
to be determined next. It is read off at the
calibrated axes, or the transmitter voltage
is reduced by 3dB and displaces the tuning
in such a way that now the curve goes
through the point on the screen where the

Fig.l0: Image during measurement of
Fundamental
Y: SdB/div; X: 20 kHz/div

Fig.ll: Image during measurement of
9th Overtone
Y: SdB/div superimposed
100.0. line; X: 1 kHz/div
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minimum value was previously. Thi s gives
two frequency values to be read off, their
difference bein g the band width, fxo. The
third value requ ired is the series resonan ce
resi stance. By comparison with the lOon
line and the ca librated Y axis, we obtain
the facto r in dB: -12 dB as regards Fig.10
or +6dB in Fig.II. The resonance resist
ance, RIO, is thus 25,Q, while R90 is
obta ined as 200n. If there is no calibrated
Y axis , the simplest method is to replace
the cry stal by a trimming potenti ometer,
set it in such a way that the line arising
coincides with the valley point of the
previou s resonancecurve , and then meas
ure . Varying the transmitter voltage until
the valley point coincides with the refe r
ence line also gives a result. We can then
carry out the calculation:

Qxo =- fxo ( fxo (2)

L
Qxo RxoxO = - _
2 . 11: ' fxo

(3)

(4)
1

Cxo = --------

The value measured for the sample crysta l,
together with the equivalent data calcu 
lated from it using equations (2) ...(4), is
show n in Table I . By comparing the data

Fundamental 3.0 venone 5. 0venone 7. 0 veJ1onc 9.0 venolle
x > 1 x = 3 x = 5 x=7 x= 9

l~
1'0 24,040.5 72,211.6 120 ,3564 168,493.4 216,629 .6 MHz

6 1.0 1,40 2,60 2,80 4,20 4,20 kHz

z R,o 25 50 65 130 200 n

] o Q >«) 17000 28000 43000 40000 52000 -.. ~

mH'8-a L,o 2.8 3. 1 3,7 4.9 7.6
- ;>u C~ 15,6 1.6 0.47 0,18 0,07 IF

Tab le 1
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ably higher TK, which restricts use to the
less critical cases, e.g. micro-processors.

(if.'------------------'-'c..:.:..-=....=..:..:..:..:..:..=..:....:...=c....:..:..=..:....:-=-=-::..;:..
5.
MEASUREMENT OF
TEMPERATURE BERAVIOUR

Fig.12: Universal stretching circuit for
Series Resonance Crystals

6.
CHANGING THE RESONANCE
FREQUENCY

This procedure is referred to as "stretching
the crystal", and is considered as being
difficult and possible only to a small
extent. This is definitely wrong. Later, we
shall make the acquaintance of circuits
which allow considerable "stretching". It
is even true that the natural limit for
stretching is at fairly high frequencies,
because spurious resonances always arise
there. The stretching procedure would
have a point of discontinuity!

Stretching is always required if a circuit
has to supply a more precise frequency
than is given by the manufacturer's toler
ance for the crystal. Otherwise, it would
not be possible to align a frequency
standard to 0.01 ppm (l . 10-8) using a
crystal with an accuracy of adjustment of
2 ppm.

L--..-----'

Compensation

Rsj )L Stretching
S circuit

(s D.Burchard

-xO

:xO

The crystal oscillator has such a small
thermal capacity that it very rapidly adopts
the temperature of the housing due to
radiation. If the housing in the measure
ment circuit is treated with a cooling spray
or with hot air, the resonance can be seen
to drift, and can also be measured by
trimming the frequency at the centre of the
screen. The cooling spray generates snow
on the housing. If the snow melts, the
temperature is pretty close to O°e. A less
well-defined temperature point lies at
50°C, "measured" by testing with a finger
after heating. If the temperature is still
higher, then you will have to move your
finger away at once. At 50°C a brief
contact is already possible. Anyone want
ing more precise information will have to
put a thermometer over the crystal or use a
digital thermometer.

The two symmetrical temperature test
points located at 25°C make it possible to
determine whether the crystal was manu
factured for a wide temperature range (-20
to +70°C) or a narrow one (0 to +50°C), or
for a specific temperature (thermostat
operation 60...90°C). The crystal cata
logues usually give temperature behaviour
curves which allow the three cases to be
distinguished from one another. Then
again, there are examples for which the
frequency decreases below and above
25°C. This involves, not a thermostat
crystal for 25°C, but a BT cut. Many cheap
manufacturers prefer this cut for frequen
cies of 15...30 MHz, because the crystal is
thicker than for an AT cut, and so easier to
produce. The disadvantage is a consider-
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Fig.13:
Universal Stretching
Circuit for a Parallel
Resonance, conversion of
Series Resonance into
Parallel Resonance

Stretching
1

Impedance
on en

I Compensation ICrystal
I I

ever
I

ClTCUl

RxO i I Lk I
I I I

I
LxO t i Lo Ro (k ti Rp t p rep

I exo
I

O.Burchard

The network theory states that a network
made up ofn reactive components has n - 1
resonance points. The crystal alone has
three reactive components (Cxa' Lxo, Co +
Cg) , and thus two resonances; namely, the
series resonance, which is always used
here, and the parallel resonance, which is
just above it, without compensation. 1f La
is introduced, a further resonance arises. It
can be seen from Fig.? that the original
(natural) parallel resonance is displaced to
considerably higher frequencies, whilst a
new series resonance arises below the
existing value. Two further series reso
nances arise above and below the existing
parallel resonance points. Without further
measures. their resonance resistance can
be below Rxo + Rs' and an oscillator can be
excited at one of these resonances. This
can be remedied by reducing Ro. This
resistance should initially represent the
losses from La. If it is artificial ly increased,
the parasitic series resonances are damp
ened.

A universal stretching circuit for the
natural parallel resonance of a crystal does
not exist, because this parallel resonance
comes into being only through the interac
tion of further components and is not a
characteristic of the crystal. However, by
converting the impedance it is possible to
convert a series resonance into a parallel
resonance. The best-known impedance
converter would probably be a A/4 long

(Sa)

2

f f Cxo
l1 zc,= xo '

M~=fw' exo.(~_4,";2. £1xo' L,) (5)
Cs

Fig.12 shows a general "stretching ClT

cuit" for series resonance. It consists of a
second series resonance circuit (R; Ls'
Cs)' which is wired up in series with the
crystal. For symmetrical stretching charac
teristics, the crystal must be compensated
for. Initially, the stretching circuit must
have the same resonance frequency as the
crystal. Detuning them leads, in accord
ance with equation (5) below, to the
displacement of the total resonance by b.fz:
In practise, the possible 6fz changes arc
still very small, as against the crystal
resonance, fxa; there is a simple inter
relationship:

Frequencies can then only be increased.

If, on the other hand, the circuit contains
only a stretching coil, then the equation
which applies is:

f,L = -2 . 7(2. f3,o . exo L, (5b)

and frequencies can only be reduced.

Thus, if Ls is missing from the circuit, only
a stretching capacitor is wired in senes,
and the equation is simplified to:
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space here to describe or evaluate them.
I shall therefore limit myself to three
specimen circuits, which are particularly
good illustrations of the above remarks.
All three use compensated crystals. To
complete the picture, it should be ex
plained that, in addition to a parallel coil,
such compensation can also be provided
by a capacity equal to Co' which is
powered by a counter-phase voltage. You
need amplifiers with a counter-phase out
put or with a differential input, and
solutions using differential transformers
and bridge circuits are also conceivable. In
any case, increasing attention must be paid
to this problem as the frequency rises.

The next question is whether the crystal
housing should be connected somewhere.
The capacities between it and the elec
trodes are not negligible. Earthing is a
good solution when one electrode is
already earthed anyway or when the two
are connected through earthed capacitors.
If you decide not to connect up the
housing, any foreseeable earth contact
must also be avoided. An intermittent
contact between the crystal housing and
the earth surface of the printed circuit
board can cause unattractive effects.

The circuit in Fig.l4a is a crystal-stabilised
phase circuit for a quadrature demodulator.
This type of FM demodulation appeared
on the scene with integrated circuits and
requires a parallel resonance for two
reasons. The circuit is powered from a

7.
APPLICATIONS

There are a great many circuits for crystal
oscillators in the literature. There is no

Zin' ZOUl = 4 when 4 . Ck =_1_ (6)
Ck ro2xo

''''~.'\"1:' ---------------------=....:...:.:.-====:..:.:....:..:::..:...:..:::....=::::..

piece of coax cable. But there are also
solutions using discrete structural ele
ments. Fig.13 shows one such. Its conver
sion equation is:

The impedance curve of the compensated
crystal is thus inverted. A parallel-wired
parallel stretching circuit acts in a similar
way to the series circuit in Fig.12. The
circuit is relatively complicated, even if
some components are combined (Co and
Ck, or Ck and Cp) ' Although this is a
solution which satisfies the purists, the
circuit is nevertheless very seldom used.
So the calculation formulae for it will be
omitted.

It is frequently sufficient to allow the
current in a series circuit to flow through a
resistance so as to obtain something like a
parallel resonance. This frequently hap
pens with uncompensated crystals which
are under capacity load. We have a further
example in Fig.18.

5p6

330

330

Fig.14:
Crystal-Stabilised Parallel
Resonance Circuit for use

5p6 in an FM Quadrature
L2 Demodulator

(a) Asymmetrical, NE604
D.Burchard (b) Symmetrical, TDA1576
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Fig.IS: Fundamental Crystal Parallel
Resonance generated in a
circuit as per Fig.14.
Y: linear, 0 line superimposed
X: 10 kHz/div, average
frequency 24040.4 MHz

source which can not be subjected to
whatever load you wish, and the input of
the phase monitor requires a sufficiently
high voltage. A circuit in series resonance
would provide the same phase displace
ment in itself, but is ruled out for the
reasons specified above. Naturally, there
are many types of circuit which are also in
operation somewhere. The circuit shown
here is a "precise" solution to the prob
lem.

The crystal compensated with LI is taken
to a sufficiently high band width, using a
fixed resistance. This series resonance is

O.Burchard
Fig.16: Circuit of a Crystal Series

Resonance which can be
electronically stretched

Fig.17: Operation of Fig.16 circuit
Y: 5dB/div, loon line
superimposed
X: 5 kHz/div, average
frequency 24053 MHz

converted into a parallel resonance at 25
kHz using an impedance converter. There
is thus a hump interval of 25 kHz in the
quadrature demodulator and a useful linear
band width of app. 15 kHz. The resulting
parallel resonance can be measured using a
circuit as per Fig.l. Fig.I5 shows the
measurement curve. An (inverted) second
ary resonance can also be seen here, which
lies outside the operating range. Many
integrated quadrature demodulators need
an asymmetrical structure. The part circuit
shown in section a of Fig.14 is to be used
in this case. Others, such as the well
known TDA 1576, require a symmetrical
circuit, as represented by the part circuit in
section b. The average frequency coincides
with the series resonance frequency of the
crystal. In practise, the two coils are tuned
in such a way that the average frequency
can be changed to a slight degree using L2
(but exceeding the tolerance of the crystal),
whilst L1 ensures the linearity alignment.

The circuit in Fig.16 shows a resonator
which, although crystal-stabilised, can still
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tl<-f 100 Fig.I8:I--j •3.6VtO.8mA.

FM Oscillator circuit,
22' s,

Frequency 24053 MHz,
50 O>m Dispersion ± 12.5 kHz
E

".,~.'.3· 3.3V BB4.0S 100k

D.Burchard
l~l'B 82ll

1.1.L!_3OWdg./O,1 CuL 27~
F'\Ob NeQSid

I6,8'

have its frequency varied to the extent of
± 500 ppm. It is used, for instance, in an
oscillator which has to be "connected" to
a considerably more precise standard fre
quency, or for fractional detuning, in a
system which is otherwise digitally oper
ated and does not allow for sufficiently
fine frequency steps.

The inductivity, Ll, compensates the
crystal, the lOkQ resistance dampens
unwanted serial resonances, L2 and the
capacitance diodes form the stretching
circuit. The impedance curve can be
measured at output Z as per Fig.17. For

Fig.I9: Modulation quality of Fig.I8
circuit
YI: 10 kHz Dipersion/div
Y2: 50% AM/div, zero line of
rectifier superimposed
X: 0.5ms/div
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this option, a DC voltage was fed into Do,
and a square-wave AC voltage was then
superimposed on it for maximum fre
quency variation. During the exposure
time, the square-wave voltage was slowly
turned down to zero. The almost symmetri
cal detuning and the very high constancy
of the resonance resistance can be recog
nised. The latter is naturally higher than
that for the crystal alone, as is shown by a
comparison with the 100Q line, because
the loss resistance of the stretching circuit
is added. The resonance curve itself is
markedly asymmetrical. The reason for
this is that the capacity curve of the
C-diodes plotted against the voltage does
not match equation (5). It is not hyperbolic,
but is more in accordance with the
equation C = Co (D + UO)-ffi; UD is about
0.6V and m is between 0.3 and 0.7,
depending on the manufacturing process.
The non-linearity of the frequency varia
tion, restricted in this way, can be almost
compensated for by slightly detuning Ll.
Of course, the Co compensation of the
crystal is no longer correct. So in practise
the linearity is set using Ll and the average
frequency desired is set through L2.

The third circuit, Fig.18, represents the
oscillator circuit of an FM transmitter,
which was developed for scientific pur
poses. After quadrupling, it supplies wide-
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T T
a Co

y

J /
Artenuators:5 - 15dB,50n

unc.
on.

Scope

Rectifier

D.Burchard

Fig.20:
Simple Crystal
measurement circuit

and FM oyer the standard radio range.
Here the series resonance of the crystal is
converted into a parallel resonance using
an input capacitance, making the average
frequency 12.5 kHz higher. 1n other
respects, the circuit is largely the same as
the one in Fig.16. However, the sequence
of the components in the oscillation circuit
is slightly altered, and a modulation input
and a SOD output are created using a
transistor.

The question of earthing the crystal hous
ing arises again here. The author decided

Fig.21: Screen Photo: Crystal
Measurement using Fig.20
circuit and hand-written
special scale
Y: 0.... ~n, on superimposed
X: 2 kHz/div

in favour of insulation and for safety
reasons covered the crystal with a heat
shrinkable tube before assembly. Fig.19
testifies to the good quality of the modula
tion. According to the oscillator, the
synchronous amplitude modulation frac
tion is only 15%, and largely disappears in
the two subsequent doubler stages. The
frequency modulation is noticeably linear,
although the modulating voltage uses
almost the entire operating voltage range.
Here again, the precise frequency is set
using Ll and the linearity is set using L2.

8.
IT IS EVEN SIMPLER TO
MEASURE THE CRYSTAL

It should be remembered that a crystal with
a series capacity, eg, has the same series
resonance as the same crystal in parallel
resonance with a parallel capacity where
Cp = eg• So if the parallel resonance can
also be measured as a series resonance,
there is no longer any need for a measure
ment circuit as per Fig.1, suitable for
measurements even in the ill range. Thus
a considerably simplified circuit, as per
Fig.20, is conceivable.
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Here the crystal is mounted between two
attenuators, which are there to ensure that
the generator and amplifier see constant
system resistances. Where the crystal is
mounted, the impedance is 25D.. The
amplifier can consist of a wideband gain
block. It is intended to compensate for the
losses in the attenuators and simultane
ously to add so much amplification that a
simple rectifier can supply enough output
voltage for an oscilloscope. The type of
rectification and the curvature of the
characteristic lines are of no importance.
They are "calibrated into" the display on
the oscilloscope. Only the same adjust
ment range (V/div.) must always be
selected there.

The "calibration" is done with a felt-tip
pen on an overhead film in front of the
screen. The zero line is set on the
oscilloscope without any generator volt
age. The generator voltage is then turned
up until the amplifier is well modulated but
still in the linear range. Both the lines
visible on the screen are marked, one as
OD., the other as ",D.. If we now switch in
resistances of 10, 20 and 50 one after the
other up to 500D.,we obtain a calibrated Y
scale. Intermediate values are estimated
later or determined by means of substitu
tion.

The procedure for measuring the reso
nance of any crystal is as follows:

-+ Set the approximate frequency
-+ Set the zero line without generator

voltage
-+ Increase generator voltage until the

line is reached
-+ Insert crystal and a short-circuit in

stead of C,
-+ Trim generator frequency to princi

pal resonance

-+ Insert compensation coil and adjust
to best symmetry

-+ Keep the resonance in the middle
of the screen and read off the
series resonance frequency on the
meter

-+ Read off the resonance resistance
-+ Insert known stretching capacitor,

Cs
-+ Bring resonance to middle of

screen again, read off the fre
quency and calculate the stretching
frequency

The process is illustrated in Fig.21. The
"graduations" in Ohms can be vaguely
recognised in front of the screen, and a OD.
line is also superimposed. The line is
reached outside the resonance to be meas
ured. During the exposure, the previously
short-circuited 5pF stretching capacitor is
switched in, and the resonance jumps from
the middle of the screen to a value app. 5
kHz higher. The resonance resistance of
app. 65D. remains constant while this is
happening, because of the compensation.
This picture was taken with the specimen
crystal on the fifth overtone.

Two defects in the image in Fig.2l require
some explanation. An additional resonance
can be seen very faintly at +7 kHz. This
arises while the stretching capacitor is
being reversed due to the switching capac
ity. Then a pronounced split can be seen in
the curve between the scanning and the
return passes. This is due to the increased
recording speed. In order to ensure a
certain basic brightness for the screen, so
that the scale could be seen on the film, the
X voltage was selected to be ten times as
high as was necessary. So for 90% of the
time the electron radiation falls on the
glass wall of the valves and generates
secondary electrons there. These reach the
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scree n and generate a diffuse brighten ing.

Th e equivalent data are calculated using
somewhat re-modelled versions of the
fonnulae already given above :

It should be mentioned here that this type

Th e spurious em issions interval is ob
tain ed by measuring the resonance resist

ances of the spurious emissions and
conven ing them into dB :

1

R, y
NW A/d B = 20 log 

Rxo

(7)

(8)

(9)

9.
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GuntherHofmann, OK 2 TX

Programming the DSP Computer

This short article was inspired by the
recognition that the programming lan
guage for the SDP computer needs a lot
of getting used to. Moreover, due to the
decided scarcity of literature on the DSP

pr ogram , a lot of effort has to be put into
understanding the pr ogram well enough
to put oneself in a position to be able to
make amendments to it, let alone write
such programs oneself.

< - - ------- ---- Check and Change Memory CCMEM ------------ >
< >
< Th e program CCMEM is us ed to list and change the contents>
< of data a r e a s of the DSP computer . >
c >
< - The program is s tarted by the cOlllllland ~ CCHEM. >
< .. First CCMEM' asks for t he start a ddress . >
< - Ty pe the start a ddress (6 hexe characters max) followed>
< b y a 'CR ' . >
< I f you have typed an odd addres s , CCME:K takes the first>
< even addres s below t he input o ne . >
< It Now you ar-e asked t o type the end address . >
< - Type t h e last address of the memor y are a t o be listed >
< ( 6 h exa characters max .) f o l l o wed by a ' CR/ . >
< If you ha ve t yped a n odd address, CCMEM takes t.he f irst.>
< even address be Iow the i nput on e . >
< If t he 'End address' i s less t ha n the 'St.art ad dress ' >
< an err or message .... i ll be pr i nt ed and CCMt:M wil l >
< terminate. >
< ... Af t e r the second input t he des ired memor y area v 111 be >
< l i s t ed o n the screen from t he started add r e s s up t o t he>
< end a dd r e s s. >
< • When the last address is output. CCHD1 is wai t i ng for >
< f urther inputs : >
< - ' - ' : CCMEM snows t.":te c on tents of the current address>
< minus 2 (""hlch is 'the prev ious address) . >
< - ' b l a nk ' : CCKEM shows the c ontents of the next e ven >
< address (""hich is the current a dd r ess plus 2 ) . >
< - ' CR ' : CCM.EM terminat es . >
< - ' 4 eharacter hexa numbe r ' : CCMEM replaces the c ontents >
< o f the current ad dress by the ne .... hexa number . >
e >
< COJTlJno n be haviour on melt",or y c on t e nt ' s inpu ts : >
< - CCMEM. ignores non he xa charac ters in memory content ' s >
< inputs . >
< - If l e s s than 4 characters are input. the number i s >
< interpreted ' r i g h t han d justified' e .g . 200 mea ns 0200 >
< - If more t ha n 4 cha r a c t ers a re input , on ly the l a s t 4 >
< ones a r e taken. >
< This behaviour c an be used to c orr e c t erroneous i npu t s >
< just by r epe a t ing the last 4 cha r a c t ers . >
< >
< Example : >
< Note : {CR} mea ns 'carriage return' >
< {BLK} means ' b l a nk ' >
-c ..** mea ns c o mme nt >
c R CCMEIl(CR } >
c . Start a dd r : 20 0000{CR} Input of s tart addr >
< End a dd r : 200004 {CR} Input of end addr >
< 200 000 AA46 Output o f l i sting >
< 200002 4654 >
< 200004 20 20 34Hl(BLK} Input of: new contents>
< 20 0006 2020- . +-.11 List previous addr ess>
< 200 00 4 4141{CR) u* List ne w contents >
< ••* CCKDI has terminated >
< --------------------------- -------------------- --------- >

Fig.I:
CCMEM Utilityprogram
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(,*U'" YT3JolV - FlTTY ,, ' SII:. " , ync;hrQMUS ru / TX - OJj12 /1 990 >
< ~H "'<ld 1tionl i COlllIIlnt, by DK2TX 17 / 04 / 92 >

" ---- ---- - ---- --- - - - - COD on Const:U'l t s ---~--~ ._ ----------- :>

32768·6'536-l\p r
- l $d~l

seoe-r re

<Val ue t o force i nt eg..r calCUlation :>
<rQf fHu r cClefticie nt s cOlllpuUn" :>
<Su p l .. t teque l\CY :>

6<13 r e 001 6 0002 t 007>
' <; ll FC 0010 0002 t OOl>
,<n YC 0 09 6 0 0 0 2 40 01 >
Hurc 0010 0002 400 S>

(.ov~. b 1$16 . $24007 ; 7 10S4 control :>
<_ove. 1) I SI 0, SH OOl ; AID sa.pling >
<"ov/J . b 1$9 6 . $ 14 00 7 ; 7105 4 c ont r ol
<. ",v<I.b I SI 0, $2400S ; 0/" Sn ,pllnq

<; ._._ . _ _ va illn to (j"en. n t e the COOEe l ookup t ab l e --- - - - - :>

<T he e od ir>q o f the COOte Ou a is u. !ollO\ol s :
<i.IW: invu ted

<; , f -1"-----_ f • 1" - - -+ - --- --f- - - ---f------ t
c I Ma nt isn I Exponent I"go I '
< i n'" I l i n", I in" l lin... >
<; LSB ------~~---- l sse LS~ ---------j MS~ >
< t------t------+------+--- ---+-- -._-+------+------+------+

$ : ch o (7 )
O~cho t S ) 16 . 5"'Cl'lO (1)
132" ch o ( 4) 26 4"Cl'lO(O)

<COOt C chor d va lues
33"cho (') ee - cnc (J)

528=cho ( 6) l O56" cho(2 )

<COOEC s teps
l"s t e ( l ) ' - SU P ) , -step) ll..s tlt (4) 16='ste(O )

64"'s t e(2)

$: ,.t. (7 )
l _ t e {' )

J:l><stl! {6 j

$: n8t ( 15 )
()- ns t(lO) 1- ns t ( 2)
6-nllt (1 2 1 ' '' ''1lt! 41

U " n1lt ( 9) 13-nst( 11

",coo£e s u p nu llbers
2- n:s:t( 14 ) )_IIGt ( 6 ) 4.. nst {S)
. ~ut( ll ) , .. nst p l 1O--II" t I 1 '5)

U -""t(13 ) l $->ns q Sj

,
5=n5t (0 )

11 - ns t (7 )

< ~ _ . 6At1DO'l" to ASCII eonv*f Gion tab h ------------- >

$: t (1 ,31) ,
O- t IO, OI O"~ (1 . 0 1 69=~( O , 1) 51"'t {I,1) <NI L. lU L. e. "1Q-t (O,2 ) 16-t (1.21 6~..t( 0. J) • S-t{1. 3) < LF. LF• '. -,

)2-t ( 0 . 4) 32.. t (1 . 41 8)..t(O , 5) U - tl1.'5 ) c S. o,

13"'t( O, 6) 56-1: (1.6) 85-t (0.7 ) " - t( I .71 < r , e, D. "11><1: ( 0 ,111 D "t( 1, 1l1 68_t(O ,9) ) 0-t (1. 9 ) < CR. ca . D. S'
82-t( O, H1J 6 l 00t (1.10 ) H · tU,lll H -t{l, ll l , a, <, J , -»
711=t j O.1 2J 44.. t ( 1 . 121 70.. tjO , 13 1 13·t{ t.l1l < " r, !,
67-t(0.H) 68 ..t( 1 . 14 ) 7S.t(O.l' ) 40 - tj l,15 ) < e,

"
K, (,

84-t (0 ,16 l .o. l ·tj1 , 16 ) 9 0.. t (0 . 1') 34- t{ l,l1) c r e z ",
76 .. t( 0 , 18) 4l·tjl ,18) 8, .. t ( 0, 19 ) !lO"t{ l, l g) , L, ), W, "n -t(O ,:<O} 35""t (1, :< 0) U-t (O,21) 54~ l l , n) H. I , r , .,
60-t(O, 22 1 48-c t ft , 22) 8 1.. t (0 .2)) H -t ( l,2)) P, 0, Q, "79-t(0,24 ) :;7 - 1:(1.24) "_t (O,2!l ) 63-t {l , 25) " 9, B, 1>

Fig .2a :71.. t(0,26 ) 3S.t (1 .2 6} 2.. t(0,27) 2ct (1, 2?) G.".STX,STX>
77~t ( O, ? 8 ) 46.. t ( l , 26 ) U-t( 0, 29j 41«t (l, 29) x, ,X, I>

Extracts fr om RTTY.src86.. t(0 , 30J 59 ·1: (1,3 0) 1- t ( 0 , 311 I -t (l, H ) V.;.SOH,SOH>

c -----~--- s t ore d op tions t ab le ;. fi la name table ----~---- > program with comments

The CCMEM program makes it possible to
list memory areas by entering tbe start and
end addresses. and to amend them simply
(Fig . I) . This has proved to be of great
practica l benefit, for example, in looking at
the field surrounding a problem triggering
an error message and correcting errors
rapidly without amendin g the source lan
guage.

Those wishing to write program s for the
DSP computer themselves and not all that

famili ar with the syntax will perbaps sta rt
with the analysis of exis ting programs.
However, there is very little literature
dealing with existing program s. This is
why I have pro vided the RTTY .SRC
program from YT3MV with more exten
sive comments (Fig.2). With these com
ments, the struc ture and format of the
program can be reconstructed.
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1443
nva-20.5$j+400
$n$b$i=sfor
$j400

< Command 20 and invalid numbers>
<=} Inva lid option number >
< Set new number of col umns >
<==} Back to main menue >

#410
c ========= Subroutine for file name output ===== >

O=nch

"ll
f(nva,nch)$w
nch+l=nch
nch-ll.5$j-4ll

s«. >

1412
f(nva,r.ch)$w
nch+l=nch
nch-14.5$j-412
sr

<Number of first char. (loop cntr.)
<Loop for prefix output
<Output of one letter of the prefix
<Increment character number
<==} Handle next character

<'. I between prefix and suffix

<Loop for suffix output
<Output of one letter of the suf f i x
<Increment character number
<==} Handle next character
<=} Return from subroutine 410

&<2009:>=add
sr

nch+1=nch
nch-14.5Sj-451
name&<2040 4E49:>=len

O=nch
#451
f (0, nch) +npr&<2£OO>

#450
< = Subroutine to find TX file and to get address & length = >

$:name(2) <Buffer for file name with 24 char.
name (0) &<200A DOSe 7200:>=name <Get address of name (0)

<move. 1 A2, DO; Var. offset eddr .
<add. 1 A4, DO, var , base address
<moveq /0,01 i Reset buffer index
<Character number (loop counter)
<Loop for file name transfer
<Read one character from 'f(O,nch)' :>
<move. 1 00,07 i Save the character .>

name&<2040 1187 1000 524I>=name <Shift it to buffer 'name' >
<move v I DO,AO; Get buffer address>
<tcove vb D7,O(AO,Dl.¥l}; Store char. >
<addq . VI 11,01; Increment index :>
<Increment char number (loop cntr) >
<==} Character transfer loop >
<move. 1 DO, AD; Get name buffer addr>
<trap 19 i Search file >
<move. 1 AI,DO; Save file address >
<=} Return from subroutine 450 >

1500
<'===--===== RTTY Receiver/Transmitter ===== >

1505
< -------------- Clear screen & print header --------------- >

&<4E45>
-Lemf I
$:chb(999)
999.2:ch1:ch2
$:txb(222)
222.2=tx1=tx2
-l=tuf
$'100
-l=txf
-l=ffl
444:b1p

<trap 15; Reset keyboard
<Initial state: Recording off
<Receiver character buffer
<Reset RX buffer pointers
<Transmitter character buffer
<Reset TX buf fer' pointers
<switch off tuning indicator
<=} Initialize RTTY receiver
<Mark transmitter state as 'off'
<Mark f He output as off
<On/off time for cursor blinking

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
~ Fig.2b:

Extracts from RTTY.src
program with comments
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Dipl.-Phys. NothartRohde

EMC - and its Consequences

High-frequency equipment plays such a
large part in modern electronics that it
has to be dealt with in accordance with
the well-known design principles of HF
technology. Nowadays, standard f1ip
flops can already divide 100 MHz and
the ensuing maximum noise zone is
quite remarkable.

1.
INTRODUCTION

In practise, the requirement for electro
magnetic compatibility (EMC) means that
however reasonably any piece of electrical
or electronic equipment is designed, it is
bound to need shlclding and screening.
Neither the internal signal flow within tbe
equipment nor the external serviceability
should be altered or impaired to achieve
this - frequently a puzzle wbich simply has
no solution.

Apart from the power electronics, the
biggest problems are probably receiver
computer links and circuit power supplies.

One or two of you have undoubtedly had
experience of this yourselves.

Until now, most electronics specialists
have had no understanding of the need for
EMC measures. And we already have
video applications operating at clock fre
quencies of anything up to 250 MHz!

Unfortunately, the manufacturers of these
interfering transmitters, to which ring
mixers can easily become connected, are
scarcely in a position, or are scarcely
willing, to understand the problems of
perturbing radiation. On tbe other hand, a
considerable increase in radio communica
tion can be observed. In many cases, these
radio connections actually have only be
come possible due to assistance from
digital technology. Forward-thinking peo
ple are already talking of an age of
communication. The astonishing progress
in digital technology, for one thing, and the
increasing requirement for undisturbed
frequencies. for another, are generating a
greatly expanding number of unsolved
problems. Solving them will need compe
tent specialists who understand both tech
nologies and who can therefore act as
consultants.
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spares a thought for whether the technician
in question can acquire the signal on site in
accordance with the standard and make it
available to the measuring equipment. It is
naturally assumed that this technician has
already worked through mountains of
VDE guidelines, Ministerial decrees and
EMC literature.

Even if we accept that EMC measurement
gives us real facts and data to place on the
table, that's still a long way from saying
that the development specialists can draw
the appropriate conclusions from them and
can grasp suitable corrective measures.

Up until now, it has simply been awareness
of the EMC problem which was lacking,
and with it the readiness and the will to
consider the EMC aspect of a development
at all stages. The route taken up until now 
testing a finished product and then making
modifications to it, is simply unacceptable.

This can be demonstrated by numerous
examples on the basis of which housings
or which components a wholesaler has in
stock, or on the fact that certain compo
nents relevant to EMC may admittedly
only cost a few pence, but nevertheless are
available only from specialist amateur
radio equipment dealers.

EMC is the problem of all those who are
involved with electronics or radio technol
ogy in any way. So radio amateurs should
also be active in this area. In the end, we
are talking about frequency ranges which
will otherwise be made unusable.

EMC is a very complicated and far
ranging topic and it would be easy to write
several books about it. There has been very
little really helpful literature so far. I might
mention Durcansky's book (1) and some
work of my own on measuring equipment,
aerials and general principles (2).

--L Feed- ?-- -
T through •

---=--r ~
T T

yes

--c::J -I~
T T

- I -I -
T T

no E E

I
H\Lll(H
~,,~kT

NR

Fig.I: Diagrams for a feed-through
capacitor

The solution recommended by the relevant
suppliers of EMC measuring equipment is
the creation of a complete EMC measure
ment shed, which is big enough to take a
car. On the other side are the purchasers
from the companies affected, who lay great
emphasis on being able to measure their
products according to the standards, but
also economically. Of course, no-one

(:f;------------------=...:~==:..:::..:....:....:..=.:....:=::..:::.
And with regard to the European unit, even
standards of this nature lay down require
ments which it should actually have long
ago been possible to adhere to, or even to
improve on. For experience teaches us that
adherence to standards in no way guaran
tees the operability of equipment. Radio
amateurs should be aware of that from the
example of the beam strength of TV
receivers.
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Let ' s stick to practical tips for experi men
tal work. No doubt some points will
already be famil iar. Others are so simple
and effec tive that they might at first be
over looked.

2.
THE FEED-THROUGH
CAPACITOR

Ithas already become established on safety
grounds that high-frequency sub-assem
blies should be screened and voltages
supplied through feed-through capacitors
(FTC's) . It is hoped that unwanted irradia
tion and transmissions can thus be sup
pressed.

What is actually gained by doing this?

In principle, a feed- through capacitor is
part of a low pass, which it is advantageous
to supplement by resistances and induct
ances , whether to the ha lf-section or the
T-network. Various options are shown in
Fig. l using different equivalent circ uit
diagrams. Without these additions , the
mode of operation is poorly defined. The
simplest equipment to use consists of
resistances which lead to limiting frequen
cies in the low-frequen cy range and can
easily be de-coupled. Chokes should be
provided on power supply lines due to the
voltage drop. It should be borne in mind
that the low pass is not complete without
an additional resistance. The coil resist
ance of the choke can also serve as a
resistance. The combination of R and L
establishes the filter characteristic. The
formula for a Butterworth RLC half
section is as follows:

+U

Spa

50n

Fig.2: Measurement of interference
levels from circuits
Ll = choke 10 ... lOOI!H
L2 =air-spaced choke 1l!H

--./2 1
R = -- ; L =-- with ill = 2 · 1L ' ( 3dB

we w2c

For ready-made chokes, the ohmic resist
ance is often specified. This should be
somewhere near the calculated value, so as
not to restrict the low pass in its function.
The additional components are arranged
inside and outside in the immediate vicin
ity of the feed-through capacitor, using
short leads. Now anyone might maintain
that filters in end stages manage without
resistances. However , this is incorrec t,
since these filters do not become a low
pass until a correct termin ation is provide d
(e.g. 500. impedan ce).

3.
INTERFERENCE ON POWER
SUPPLY LINES

In principle, high-frequency radiations arc
diff icult to detect and usually require free
field measurements using extensive mea s
uring equipment. It is simpler to inve sti-
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Fig.3: Measurement as per Fig.2 on an Oscillator Module

(a) Original condition of circuit
(c) Position as for (b) but decoupling

through InF feed-through capacitor
Arrow shows Television channel-30

(b) Connection pin placed on earth side
(d) Additional Iulf choke in housing

gate individual circuits of a piece of
equipment, for as long as a signal is linked
to a circuit it can be measured in a defined
way. For example, a measurement can
show what power is generated by a signal
linked at SOQ.

Fig.2 shows a simple test rig. A power
supply line is fed into a sheet-metal
housing, the propagation of the high
frequency to the exterior is prevented by
filter choke, and the power emitted is fed
through a coaxial cable to the spectrum
analyser. An important factor here is a
short and unambiguous earthing system for
the coaxial cable, fitted directly to the
lead-in wire. An additional coupling ca
pacitor is superfluous, since most measur
ing equipment has AC coupling.

Measurement of the high-frequency cur
rent, using a suitable current clip, is also
normal in the frequency range up to a few
decades of MHz. This is especially true for

184

circuits which are at a high potential, such
as power supply lines. So that a defined
current can flow, a clever terminal resist
ance is mounted at the end of the line to be
investigated, consisting of a set of hinged
ring cores, damping in the closed condition
(absorption current clip).

The relevant standards lay down a limit of
30 MHz. Below this limit, we are assumed
to be dealing with signals from circuits,
with radiation appearing only above it.

4.
PRACTICAL EXAMPLE OF
SHIELDING

Unfortunately, EMC is an unknown term,
even for many serious suppliers of assem
blies and equipment. What other explana
tion could there be for the neglect in this
area?
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Here's an example.

I took a ready-to-operate Bcm oscillator
module, ready to hand from my stock. The
assembly was powered at operating volt
age in accordance with Fig.2, and simulta
neously measurements were carried out at
the mains connection. The result can be
seen in Fig.3 - a latticework fence of
signals (a) of varying intensity! The level
on the power supply line was so high that
you could almost have powered a mixer
from it. This condition is caused by the
design, since the power supply connection
is right next to the signal outputs. The
fairly uniform spectrum marked as (b) was
measured on the "cold side" of the board
when the assembling bolt had been placed
on the other side. The high level raises the
possibility that the entire assembly is
"hot". Spectrum (c) shows the behaviour
after the incorporation of a feed-through
capacitor - high frequencies are compara
tively better dampened because the indue
tivity of the feed wires becomes notice
able. With an additional choke, only three
very strongly dampened lines (d) remain
visible.

The limiting values applying to interfer
ence from circuits vary with the type of
equipment and licensing, particularly with
regard to high-frequency inputs and out
puts. Average values are determined so
that the admissibility of the level can be
estimated. Here they are -55dBm up to
1 GHz and -35dBm above that. The

5.
VARIOUS LOGIC FAMILIES

There arc a large number of logic families
in which every member is a strong source
of interference. It's not so bad with the
standard CMOS 4000 and 74COO ranges.
Modem logic families obtain a large part
of the operating speed because they trans
fer smaller input capacitances, but the total

too k tn 1}J

s -20dBm

100 +U

5V

Fig.4":
Interference measurement
at Input of Digital Modules
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Fig.S:
Measurement as per Fig.4
on two Gates at 60 MHz
Dots: 74HCOO
Circles: 74HC04U

500MHz250MHz

~

(if, ----------------=-.:...:.:........:=:..:..::..:...::..:::..:....:...:..::::..:....:::....::::..:::..:::..

12dBm 0

-68 dBm

interference occurring is greater. Printed
circuit boards with digital circuits, like
motherboards for PC's, belong in an
HF-proof sheet-metal housing. Of course
the computer companies who use proces
sor clock frequencies in advertising and
display them on the PC screen don't want
to know about this.

Standard transistor-transistor-logic (TTL)
modules, the modem 74S, 74LS, 74ALS,
74F ranges and the MOS equivalent types
74HCT and 74ACT should be avoided as
far as possible. If speed of operation is
required, all that's left is the 74HC range,
plus (with reservations) the "harder"
74AC version. There are two important
reasons for this. Firstly, HC modules
operate at power supply voltages of 2 Volts
and upwards, which makes for outstanding

characteristics. The speed of operation
increases only moderately. The high
frequency interference dispersion, by con
trast, is strongly reduced. The second
reason is that shielding measures fre
quently reduce the digital signal deviation.
However, the subsequent gates cope with
this without any alteration, whilst with
TTL gates it can lead to problems, since
their switching threshold is critical.

Experience teaches us that, with a power
supply voltage of 5V, any models from the
74LS, 74HCT and 74HC ranges can be
mixed together, so that it is possible to
clean up existing circuits.

At the moment, components in processors
are still operating at 5 Volts, but a 3.3V
standard is already being drawn up. Thus
the trend is actually towards lower volt-

Fig.6:
Measurement as per FigA
on a 74HC4040 Divider

500MHz250MHz

I I I I
,I .11

~ LL UJ II biI.ll
ill

12dBm 0

-68 dBm
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ages, which is a consequence, among other
things, of the enorm ous power consump
tion of lap-top computers to date.

The module outputs are very unclean, as
might be expec ted, but what about the
inputs? HC-MOS standard dividers are at
the forefront, because of their high-resist
ance inputs. FigA shows a suitable test rig.
A signa l of +6dBm is applied at the IC
input through a standard signal generator,
which crea tes a voltage disper sion of about
2.5Vss. The signa l is suff icient to switch
the Ie cleanly and yet still low enough to
generate no saturation and thus no addi
tional overtones . A spectrum analyser is
connected in parallel to the generator
through a high-resistance voltage divider.

With this kind of measurement, clean
de-coupl ing from the power supply voltage
is important. This can best be obtained
through an additional resistance in the
powe r supply line. Unfortunately, the
current consumption fluc tua tes very
widely, depend ing on the operating fre
quen cy, so that the power supply has to be
re-adjusted. The maximum power supply
voltage must under no circumstances be
exceeded when the generator is switched
off .

Fig.S shows the measurement result for
two gates, one buffered (74HCOO) and one
unbuffered (74HC04U). The differences
are plain to see . The input level of the IC
can be calculated through the damping

Fig.7:
Digital Transmission using Feed
through Capacitors and Coaxial Cables
(l OOpF/m, e.g. RGSS or RG174; with
C=100pF and L=1m
Delay 0.2 to O.31lS, DC up to 5 MHz

Fig.7:
Digital Transmission using Coaxial
Plugs and Sockets and Cables
10m RG58 : DC up to 70 MHz
SOm RGS8: DC up to 2S M Hz

fac tor of the divider. The diagram has been
scaled accordingly. Opinions may be di
vided as to whether the value of " 12dBm"
is correct for the genera tor at no-load. But
for the interference level the scale is
certainly correc t, since precisely this value
is generated at the internal resistance of the
generator . In any case, it is clear that even
the interference signa ls from the gate
inputs, judged by the criteria of communi
cations technology, are at very high levels!

Fig.9:
Transmission between
sub-assemblies using the
example of a Pre-divider
Specifications at IMHz
Operating range 30 kHz to
10 MHz

7..cHCOO loopI

+5

lBoll1 n

4, 7k: 1'" 1n l lon
100rr1H,=o;I-"F,'"""i99-l<'

!--- v= ~60dB
~ V<-100dB
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with serial interfaces. This may be neces
sary both for interference suppression and
for de-coupling (e.g. in the medical field).

It is not always necessary to use expensive
plugs to ensure clean, low-radiation trans
fer. Feed-through capacitors will suffice as
well.

Fig.7 shows a possible circuit for low
frequency digital signals. In this case, the
cable can be comprehended as a capacity
which is switched in parallel to the
feed-through capacitors. The resistances
and the screen earthing should be con
nected in close vicinity to the lead-in wire.
This simple circuit produces running times
which are worth taking into account. The
circuit shown in Fig.8 is suitable for faster
digital signals. The cable is terminated in
its own impedance on both sides without
any displacement of the switching
threshold on the receiver side. With longer
cables, the cable damping becomes notice
able, which means that the subsequent gate
no longer has precise advance control.
Should the driving gate be over-loaded at
100, several gates from the same housing
can be wired up in parallel.

Fig.9 shows a further example. Here a
UHF pre-divider is linked to a digital
section (PLL module). The oscillator and
the pre-divider are in a joint housing, with
the digital section in a separate housing of
its own.

Digital system interfaces are a significant
source of interference. With suitable
screening measures, the interference level
can be considerably reduced. In addition to
the use of "digital plugs" with built-in low
passes, something like D-plugs, something
can be achieved using ferrite components
and little tricks. Thus flat cables can be
made 1m longer and coiled into air-core
coils. Even better are shielded round
cables with well-defined earthing systems
on both plugs.

Serial interfaces are preferable, since here
the screening measures can be concen
trated on a few conductors and the
transmission rate can be set to reduce
interference if necessary. Moreover, the
step to fibre optic transmission is simpler

6.
DIGITAL SIGNAL
TRANSMISSION

(~' -----..Y...~~~~~~

Fig.6 shows the measurement result for a
74HC4040 divider. Here the sub-harmon
ics are especially striking, especially the
frequency divided by 2. Both the module's
internal functioning and its pin grouping
may contribute to this. The data book gives
input capacitances of a few pF, so they are
not earthed at all but are, in the worst case,
wired directly to the output of the module.
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Pseudomorphic HEMT GaAsFET Amplifier
~amtcch's LNA2001 masthead amplifier uses the very latest Pseudomorphic HEMT
echno logy to give an outstanding performance. The design incorporates an ultra low

noise (0.17 dB noise figure) 1'HEMT GaAsFET followed by a micro strip bandpass
filter and MMIC amplifier. The amplifier is also designed to meet environmental
prote ction to 11'65 in accordance with DIN40050.11uee model s arc available:

IFrequency 890 - 950 MHz (American market)
1240- 1320MHz (23/24cmband)
1500- 1600 MHz (Inmarsatand GPS) #

pain 24dB nominal
Composite noise figure O.7dB
Supply voltage 12V DC@ 50ma *
Connections 50 'N ' female sockets
Size H x W x L 37 x 58 x 65mm excluding connectors

* DC power feed via coaxial cable, other suppl y voltages to order (6V DC min)
Pricc £llO.50+£3.00postage and VAT @ 17.5% (# Inmarsat/GPSPOA)
Credi t cards facilities available. Phone or mail to:

CAMTECH ELECTRONICS,21 GOLDINGS CLOSE HAVERHlLL,
SUFFOLK, CB9 OEQ, U.K. Tel: 044062779; Fax: 0440714147

KM PUBL1CAT10NS
5 Ware Orchard ' Barby' Nr.Rugby
CV23 8UF' U.K.

Telephone:

Fax:

Mobile:

0788890365

0788891883

0860857434

UHF COMPENDIUM, Pts.l & 2 and 3&4 each £24.50
K.L.Weiner DJ9HO the pair £40.00

AN INTRODUCTIONTO AMATEUR TELEVISION £ 5.00
Mike Wooding G6IQM & Trevor Brown G8CJS

SLOW SCAN TELEVISION EXPLAINED £ 5.00
Mike Wooding G6IQM

TV SECRETS Volume II £17.95
HenryRuh KB9FO, ATVQmagazine

~HEATVCOMPENDJUM £ 3.50
MikeWooding G6IQM

~TVQ MAGAZINE per issue £ 3.50
annual subscription inc. surface postage £17.50

IP&P please add £1.00 for U.K., £2.50 for Overseas surface, £7.50 for Air Mail
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TIMESTEP

HRPT System
Noise-free digital HRPT transmissions from NOAA with a ground resolution of just I.Lkrn. allow
images to be received in incredible clarity, Rivers, lakes, mountains, cities and even small towns can be
seen on good days, Fishermen will appreciate the increased resolution of sea surface temperatures,

Image processing, including variable and histogram contrast equalisation combined with full colour
editing, gives the best possible results from any image, Colour enhancement allows sea surface
temperature and land details to stand out in high contrast. Any number of colour palettes can be saved
for future use, The sophisticated mouse-driven software allows all five bands to be saved and displayed
on nearly all VGA and SVGA cards right up to 1024 pixels, 768 lines and 256 colours,

Zoom to greater than pixel level is available from both a mouse-driven zoom box or using a roaming
zoom that allows real time dynamic panning,

Sections of the image may be saved and converted to GIF images for easy exchange,

Latitude and longitude gridding combined with a mouse pointer readout of temperature will be available
late in 1991.

Tracking the satellite is easy and funl Manual tracking is very simple as the pass is about 15 minutes
long, A tracking system is under development and expected by the end of 1991 A 4-foot dish and good
pre-amplifier are recommended, The Timestep Receiver is self-contained in an external case and
features multi-channel operation and a moving-coil S meter for precise-signal strength measurement and
tracking, The data card is a Timestep design made under licence from John DuBois and Ed Murashie.

Complete systems are available, call or write for a colour brochure.

USA Amateur Dealer. Spectrum International. P.O. Box 1084. Concord. Massachusetts 01742. TeL 508 2632145

TIMESTEP WEATHER SYSTEMS
Wickhambrook Newmarket CB88QA England Tel: (0440) 820040 Fax: (0440) 820281
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VGASAT IV & MegaNOAA APT Systems
1024 x 768 x 256 Resolution and 3D

The Timestep Satellite System can receive images from Meteosat , GOES. GMS. NOAA. Meteor. Okea n
a nd Feng Yun. Using an IBM PC-compatible com pute r enables the display of up to 1024 pixels, 768
lines and 256 simultaneous co lours Or grey shades dep ending on the graphic card fitted. We actively
support nearly all known VGA and SVGA ca rds. Extensive image process ing includes realistic 3D
projection.

100 Frame Automatic Animation
Anima tion of II p to 100 full screen frames from GOES and Meteosat is built in We call this 'stand alone
animation' as it automatically rece ives images. stores them and continuously displays them. Old images
a re automa ticallydeleted an d updated with new image s. The smoo th animated images are complete ly
flicker-free . Once set in op eration with a single mouse click, the program will always show the latest
a nimation sequence without any further operator ac tion .

NOAA Gridding and Temperature Calibration
The innovative MegaNOAA program will ta ke the who le pass o f an orbiting satellite and store the
complete da ta . Automat ic grickling an d a 'you are here ' function help image-interpretation on cloudy
winter days. Spectacular co lour is built in for sunny summer days. Se ll-calibrating temperatu re readout
enables the mouse pointer to show longItude . latitude and temperature simultaneously.

Equipment
Met eosat/Goes
o 1.0M dish antenna (UK only) 0 Yagi antenna
o Preamplifier 0 20M microwave cab le
o lvleteosat/GO £S rece iver
o VGASAT IV capture ca rd
o Capture card/rece iver cable
o Dish feed (coffee lin type)

P olar/NOAA
n Crossed dipole ante nna
o Quadrifil ar Helix antenna (late 199110 Preamplifie r
o 2 chan nel NOAA receiver 0 PROs can receiver
o Capture card/receiver cable

Call or Wri l€ for [urther information .
USA Education Dealer. Fisher Scienti fic, Educaucriel Materiels
Division 490 t W. leMoyne Stree t. Chicego. H,60 651.
T€I 1 800- 621-4769
USA Amateur Dealer. Spec-Irum International. PO . Box 1084 ,
Concord. Massachuseus 01742 . Tel, 508 263 2145

TIMESTEP WEATHER SYSTEMS
Wicl<ham bro ok Newmarket CB88QA England Tel: (0440) 820040 Fax: (04 40) 8 20281
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MATERIALPRICELIST OFEQUIPMENT
described in VHF COMMUNICAnONS

DBINV Digital Image-Store for the Spectrum Analyser Art. No. Ed. 4/1991

PCB DBINVOlO 6477 DM 44.00
Components Processor P80C31; 12ICs; I Reg. IC, Transistor;

Zener Diodes; Silicon Diodes; Chokes; RAM;
EPROMDBINV 010; 4 x 2k Trimpots; Crystal 6478 DM276.00

DBINV Tracking Generator for the Spectrum Analyser Art No. Ed. 1/1992

PCB DBINVOll 6479 DM 31.00

F6lLR A Digital Slow-Scan Television Art No. ED. 3/1992
F6BXC Transmit Coder

PCB SSTVCODE I (KM Publications) SSTVI £ 28.50

DBINV Broadband VCO's using Microstrip Techiniques Art No. Ed. 4/1992

PCB DBINVOl2 6480 DM 33.00
PCB DBINVOl3 6481 DM 33.00
Components 400 - 1250 MHz

3xBB619; I xBB811; I xBFG96;2xAT42085;
I x BFQ69; 2 x 2.2nF & I x 27pF Feed-through Cap.;
SMC Connectors; 2 x 0.47 H SMD Choke; I x housing
74x55x3Omm; I PCB DB INV 012 6482 DM 81.00

Components 450 - 1450 MHz
as above but: I x BFG65 instead of BFG96 6483 DM 81.00

Components 800 - 1900 MHz
as above but: 4 x BB811 instead ofBB619 and
PCB DB 1NV 013 instead of 012 6484 DM 85.00

TuningDiode BB619 10 off 10450 DM 20.00

TuningDiode BB811 10 off 10451 DM 31.50

To obtain supplies of any of the above items, or any other items from past issues of VHF
Communications, please contact your country representative for details of local prices and
availability. Alternatively, you may order direct from KM Publications, whose address may be
found on the inside front cover of this magazine.
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Plastic Binders for

VHF COMMUNICATIONS

• Attractive plastic covered in VHF blue

• Accepts up to 12 editio ns (three volumes)

• Allows any required copy to be found easily

• Keeps the XYL happy and contented

• Will be sent anywhere in the world for
DM8.00 + post and packing

Please order your binder via the national
representative or directly from UKW-BERICIITE,
Terry Bittan OHG (see below)

The elder editions of VHF COMMUNICATIONS are still
obtainable for reduced prices from the publishers of
UKW-Berichte.

Subscription Volume Individual copy
VHF COMMUNICATIONS 1993 each DM40.00 each DM 1l. 00

VHF COMMUNICATIONS 1992 each OM38.oo each DM10.00

VHF COMMUNICATIO NS 1991 each DM35.oo each DM10.00

VHF COMM UNICATIONS 1990 each OM27.oo each OM 7.50

VHF CO MMUNICATIONS 1988 to 1989 each DM25.00 each DM 7.50

VHF COMM UNICATIONS 1986 to 1987 each DM24.oo each OM 7.00

VHF COMMUNICATIONS 1985 each OM20.00 each OM 6.00

VHF COMMUNICATIONS 1980 to 1984 each OMI6.oo each OM 4.50

(Edition 3,4/1982 no longer available)

Individual copies out of elder, incomp lete volumes, as long as stock lasts:

1, 2,4/1972 * 2,4/1973 * 1, 3/ 1974 'i< I, 2, 3, 4/1975

3, 4/ 1976 * 1,4/1977 * 1,2/1978 * 1, 2, 3/1979

Plastic binder for 3 volumes

Post and packing minimum charges

each DM 2.00

each OM 2.00

each DM 8.00

OM 14.00

k ~~ T . B ittan OHG . Posffach 80 - D-91081Balersdorl
Tel: 09133-47'{) • Telefax 09133-4747 • Postgjro Nilnlburg 30455-858 code 700 100 85



Create your schematics quickly and efficiently
on your PC using EASY-PC Professional.
Areas of the circuit can be highlighted on
screen and simulated automatically using our
PULSAR, ANALYSER III and Z-MATCH II
simulation programs.

through Analogue and Digital Simulation -

- ,': .- =.:---

\ (\x• I,
\ 1/
\1 /
V'

\ J j
._ ...: _....._---.- ...... =-_..--

PULSAR ANALYSER III

If the results of the simulations are not as expected, the configuration and component values of the circuit
can be modified until the required performance is achieved.

to Printed Circuit Board Design!

The design , complete with connectivity , can
then be translated into the PCB . The
connectivity and design rules can be checked
automat ically 10ensure that the PCB
matches the schematic.

Affordable Electronics CAD EASY.pC Professional

$375.00 £195.00

$195.00 £98.00

$375 .00 £195.00

$195.00

$375.00

$375.00

$195.00 £98.00 Ask for our fully functional
Integrated CAD DEMOI

Number One Systems Ltd.
Ref: VHF, Harding Way, St. Ives,

Huntingdon, Cambs. PE17 4WR, UK.
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